YOUR MISSION. OUR COMMITMENT.

Voodoo Tactical would like to thank all of our customers for their
dedication, support and loyalty. You are the force behind our constant
effort to build the best, innovative, rugged and dependable gear you can
count on. We are always committed to improving our existing product
lines and expanding into new original designs in pursuit of creating the
finest gear for your mission.
This year we are proud to introduce over fifty new product
designs to our tactical line. Our newly expanded distribution facilities in
the U.S. and Europe have been designed to insure quick and accurate
deployment of our products to you.
As we continue to grow, we are always mindful and thankful of
those who serve and protect. It is our privilege and honor to call many
of these courageous people our friends. Voodoo Tactical will continue
our unwavering support for those who risk their lives everyday in return
for our freedom.

MEDAL OF HONOR RECIPIENT SFC SAMMY L. DAVIS

A SPECIAL MESSAGE FROM
04

“

It is an honor
to be involved
with the Voodoo
Tactical family.
I first became
aware of Voodoo
Tactical when
I was traveling
and speaking
with our military
personnel overseas. I noticed
equipment I had not seen before, so
I asked the troops where they got it
and they replied that it came from
Voodoo Tactical. A few days later, I
was speaking to another group down
the mountain and I noticed some
similar quality equipment. Again, I
asked them where they got their
gear and they all replied,
“Voodoo Tactical”.
When I returned to the states, I
decided I wanted to find Voodoo
Tactical and thank them for helping
our troops and producing such high
quality gear. That effort turned into
a lifelong friendship. I have found
everyone involved with Voodoo
Tactical has a depth of commitment
and love for our country and those
who serve. They are good people
with exceptional values.

”

With Great Respect,
SFC Sammy L. Davis
Medal of Honor Recipient, Vietnam
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VOODOO
DISCREET

VOODOO DISCREET

HIDE

IN

PLAIN

SIGHT

ALL VOODOO DISCREET PRODUCTS ARE MADE OF

1000 D NYLON WITH YKK ZIPPERS.
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VOODOO DISCREET

VOODOO DISCREET

NOW AVAILABLE IN 3 COLORS
NEW COLOR
BLACK

SLATE GRAY

BRONZE

A

A

VOODOO DISCREET RAVEN PACK
ITEM #

40-9660

COLORS : Black, Bronze, Slate Gray

Made of 1000D Nylon Cordura with YKK military coil reversed zippers
to keep the dust and dirt out. Adjustable padded harness system with
metal ‘D’ ring attachment points, padded removable, adjustable waist belt,
padded, molded back panel, double thick, bar-tacked carry handle and two
compression straps on each side. Hydration compatible with bladder pocket
and center covered hose exit port. Both inner panels have full MOLLE
webbing for keeping your tactical gear safe on the inside and totally secured.
The outside zippered pouch offers full access the length of the pouch and has
inside clear window ID holder, hook-n-loop flap covered pocket and hook-n-loop
storage pocket. The top zipper on the front of the main compartment offers
full length inside access and the lower zipper also offers side-to-side and top
to bottom access. Pack measures 19"T x 13"W at widest point x 6"D.

B

VOODOO DISCREET SLING BAG
ITEM #

40-0002

B

COLORS : Black, Bronze, Slate Gray

Use for daily casual wear with no one suspecting the contents.
The main zippered compartment is large enough to handle your
necessary gear and the center zipper compartment has three
30-round magazine pouches. The front zippered compartment
will handle the rest. There’s a full length top zippered hydration
pocket with side zippered access and a zippered cell/gear pouch
attached to the adjustable sling. Rear mesh comfort backing
is continued behind the sling for added breathability. We’ve
included a nylon web carry strap. The 1½" wide nylon webbing
can be configured as a waist belt or harness system. All zippers
are YKK brand. Pack outside dimensions are 19"T x 13"W x 8"D.

+386 51 327 248
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VOODOO DISCREET
SLATE GRAY
BLACK

A

A

BRONZE

VOODOO DISCREET LEVEL III
ITEM #

40-7437

COLORS : Black, Bronze, Slate Gray

Our newest design discreet pack is compact enough to take on
every trip and fully expandable to hold all your gear. The molded
comfort back panel provides semi-rigid, custom fitting support
for maximum performance. The adjustable, padded, contoured
shoulder harness combined with the nylon adjustable waist belt
insure this pack will stay with you and balance the load even in
the most rugged conditions. We’ve added side cinch straps and
a bottom set of adjustable straps to hold your jacket or bedroll.
The multiple outer pockets and pouches for organizing your
personal effects. Nylon, double-stitched carry handle, nylon side
loops for attaching carabiners and side webbing for added pouch
attachment round out the features of this perfect day pack you’ll
want to take anywhere.

B

BLACK

B

BRONZE

VOODOO DISCREET 3-DAY PACK
ITEM #

40-8171

COLORS : Black, Bronze, Slate Gray

Blending in is easy with our discreet backpack that features
1000D Nylon Cordura reinforced fabric coupled with top quality
YKK nylon two-way coil zippers. We’ve provided a rubber drag
handle, a molded custom back panel for increased comfort,
padded, adjustable contoured shoulder straps with metal “D”
rings, a removable, adjustable padded kidney belt with side release
buckle, sliding keepers to control all loose web straps. Hydration
compatible with covered hose exit ports. Outside pocket has inside
pistol mag carrier loops and an adjustable position hook-n-loop
holster so you will always be prepared.

10
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VOODOO DISCREET

C

PRO-OPS BREIFCASE
ITEM #

C NEW

40-0099

NEW

COLORS : Black, Bronze, Slate Gray

Made with 1000D Nylon Cordura reinforced fabric coupled
with top quality YKK nylon two-way coil zippers. In the large
zippered pocket is a removable bag for your laptop with a
removable shoulder strap. Behind all that is an open pouch
that fits most compact and mid-sized handguns. Interior
features quilted padded sides to protect your gear from
bumps and scratches. The front of the briefcase has six
zippered pockets for easy accessibility to the items you need
most. Comes with a padded adjustable shoulder strap as
well as padded hand carry straps.

D

VOODOO DISCREET PISTOL CASE
ITEM #

40-9100

Three Different Sized
Holsters Included

COLORS : Black, Bronze, Slate Gray

The ultimate in discreet carry! Looks like you’re
carrying an admin or lunch case on the outside,
but inside we’ve provided three different size
ambidextrous hook-n-loop holsters for your size
choice of pistol and eight magazine holder loops. The
center divider is actually a large zippered accessory
pouch with three attached smaller zippered tool/
small parts pockets. There’s also an outside fulllength zippered pocket for personal items. Features
sewn, reinforced carry handles and lockable zipper
pulls for main compartment.

D

BRONZE

E

VOODOO DISCREET FANNY PACK
ITEM #

E

BLACK

40-9316

COLORS : Black, Bronze, Slate Gray

Discreetly travel with all your valuable items tucked neatly into your
waist pack (including your weapon and extra magazine). We’ve included
an ambidextrous hook-n-loop holster that fits medium to large autos and
elastic mag holder loops on the inside of the main zipper compartment.
Rapid access to your weapon is achieved by pulling down the right and left
side ‘quick-pull’ tabs. There’s also a front zipper pocket for wallet, ID, maps,
etc. and a rear hook-n-loop pocket for tickets, passport, etc. Adjustable
waist belt has quick-release buckle and two front zipper snack pockets.

+386 51 327 248
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VOODOO DISCREET

A
BLACK

40-7612

BRONZE

A

B

VOODOO DISCREET 30" WEAPONS CASE
ITEM #

40-0001

COLORS : Black, Bronze, Slate Gray

With a high density padded foam interior, our discreet 30”
case will hold two long guns securely. The padded center
divider will protect your rifles and the hook-n-loop hold-down
straps will keep them secure. The case features locking zipper
pulls, a removable, adjustable padded nylon shoulder strap
and wrap-around carry handles.

12
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COLORS : Black, Bronze, Slate Gray

Carry two rifles discreetly and well protected in our padded
case that features heavy duty locking zippers, a padded
center divider to protect your weapons, hook-n-loop hold-down
straps for security and closed cell foam padded sides and
perimeter lip for increased protection.The attached outside
zipper pouch contains three expandable ammo/accessory
pouches that can be snugged up with the cord-locked elastic
drawstring. We’ve added two zipper compartments inside the
flap cover for ‘eyes’, ‘ears’ and cleaning kits.There’s a padded
wrap-around carry handle and removable nylon shoulder strap
with sliding pad. Fits AR-15, Mini 14, M-16, HK-93 and other
weapons not over 42" in length.

SLATE GRAY

B

VOODOO DISCREET 42" WEAPONS CASE
ITEM #

VOODOO DISCREET

C

VOODOO DISCREET GUITAR CASE
ITEM #

40-0003

VOODOO DISCREET MINI
MOJO LOAD OUT BAG
ITEM #

40-0004

COLORS : Black, Bronze, Slate Gray

Rock out with our discreet guitar case that will hold two
rifles or shotguns up to 39” long. Your nosy neighbors
will wonder when you started playing the guitar! Attract
as little attention as possible when you use public
transportation to transport your weapons to the range.
Our case is lightweight and comfortable and is made of
1000D Cordura for long wear with cord-pull YKK zippers
on all pockets. Inside padded center divider, muzzle and
stock sleeves protect your weapons while hook-n-loop
double tie-downs secure each weapon. The two outside
padded, two-way zipper pouches will hold your mags,
slings and accessories. There’s an outside see-thru mesh
pocket for your personal effects. Adjustable, padded,
removable, contoured shoulder harness allows for handsfree carry, or use the full wrap-around double handles with
pad. Outside measurements 40”L x 16½” at the widest
point tapering to 11”. Case is 3½” deep.

C NEW

D

NEW

NEW

COLORS : Black, Bronze, Slate Gray

A smaller version of our popular Mojo load out
bag, it has the same great features but 3/4
the size. Measuring 31”L x 15½” W x 14”H,
with 11 assorted size exterior pouches, doublezip access to the main compartment, double
compression straps on each end, metal “D” ring
attachment points abound, top clear ID window,
wrap-around carry handle, adjustable, removable
shoulder strap with movable pad and when the
load gets too heavy, we’ve provided a padded,
adjustable shoulder strap harness concealed
in the bottom of the bag when not needed.
Constructed of premium grade 1000D Cordura.
Measures 31”L x 15½”W x 14”H.

D NEW
+386 51 327 248
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VESTS

VESTS
Both Front And Back
Fit 10" X 12" Plates

A

A

Two Front Hook-NLoop Panels Open
For Admin Or
Magazine Storage

A

X-LITE GEN II PLATE CARRIER
ITEM #

20-7202

BACK VIEW

16
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COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Multicam

SIZES : Medium/XL (fits chest size 36"-45")

Large/XXL (fits chest size 41"-52")

Our most versatile plate carrier yet! Lots of options including a removable MOLLE cummerbund
that, when removed, allows you to use the vest side straps for fit adjustment. You can also use
the adjustable loops for your tactical or duty belt. Holds front and rear full size plates and/or
soft armor in separate smaller inside hook-n-loop panels. Two front hook-n-loop panels open for
admin or magazine storage. Heavily padded mesh covered adjustable shoulder straps have com
wire channels. The inside of the carrier has mesh padded areas for reduced weight and all day
comfort. Reinforced drag/carry handle on rear and front with rear hook-n-loop areas for your
department ID patch.

VESTS
BACK VIEW

B

A

B

LIGHTWEIGHT TACTICAL PLATE CARRIER
ITEM #

20-0096

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

A plate carrier with padded, adjustable shoulder straps designed with removable
cummerbund that allows for more maneuverability and wear with front and back
plates. Carrier will accept front and rear plates 10"W x 12"H x 1/2"D. When
cummerbund is worn without side plates, the empty pockets can carry your maps
or other gear. Carrier and cummerbund have MOLLE webbing for attaching your
pouches. One size fits most.

Removable Panel
For Side Plates

+386 51 327 248
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VESTS

A

R.A.T. PLATE CARRIER
  ŶēŶ ŶēŶ 
ITEM #

20-9017

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

A

Newly designed to hold up to 10"x12" plates in front and rear hook-nloop plus snap closure secure pockets. Padded, hook-n-loop adjustable
shoulder straps combined with adjustable side straps make for a
perfect fit and easy on/off. We’ve added a large hook-n-loop ID Patch
area to front and back. Lots of MOLLE webbing front and back to
attach any necessary pouches. Ideal for wear over soft body armor for
added level of protection. Great for personal security details or active
shooter scenarios. One size fits most.

BACK VIEW

O.D.

BLACK

COYOTE

A
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VESTS

B

B

HAYDEN PLATE CARRIER
ITEM #

20-0097

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, MultiCam

Our Hayden plate carrier is a slimmed down version of our Heavy Armor
Carrier with the same high quality construction. Features extra padded,
adjustable shoulder straps for comfort. 2” wide Drag Handle, and
mesh lining for keeping cool. It’s designed to reduce overall weight and
increase mobility. Will hold 10” x 12” plates front and rear and comes
with removable hydration compatible pack which has an additional 2
large compartments. Top to bottom MOLLE webbing for adding pouches
and gear and lots of hook-n-loop for department or unit ID patches.
Tested and in use with law enforcement agencies. Works well as added
protection when worn over your body armor vest for active shooter
scenarios. One size fits most.

B

F E AT U R E S
Holds 10” X 12” Plates Front and Rear
Lightweight Mobility
Removable Ruck With Hydration Pocket and Two
Full Compartments
Easy On/Off
1” Padded Shoulder Straps For Increased Comfort
BACK VIEW

+386 51 327 248
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VESTS

HEAVY ARMOR CARRIER

A

ITEM #

20-9099

A

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, MultiCam

Our armor carrier has fitted inside pockets to accommodate
both soft and hard armor. Hook-n-loop closure fits 10" x 12"
plates. Seven rows of MOLLE webbing on the front and back
make this a very versatile carrier. The sides provide wrap
around coverage when using soft armor. The shoulders are
padded and adjustable to reduce fatigue. The rear drag handle
can be secured out of the way with hook-n-loop attachment.
The cummerbund has elastic webbing for adjustable
comfort. A hook-n-loop section is provided on the front for
department or unit ID patch. This vest has lots of MOLLE for
adding mission specific pouches with built in quality and an
outstanding feel and fit. One size fits most.

A

BACK VIEW

BLACK
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O.D.

COYOTE

VESTS

B

B

O.T.A. VEST
   Ŷē Ŷ  Ŷē Ŷ  
ITEM #

20-9233

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

The OTA Vest offers military and law enforcement the option of securing MOLLE pouches and
gear to the vest while wearing over body armor or wear by itself during ‘hot-weather’ OPS.
Made of breathable nylon mesh with web side and rear adjustments for a custom- tailored
fit. Ten rows of MOLLE webbing on both front and back make gear configuration easy. The
upper three rows of MOLLE webbing on both sides in the front are made with non-skid fabric
to prevent your weapons butt stock from sliding and works for both right and left handed
shooters. Four hidden inside hook-n-loop pockets will handle your small items and folded maps.
Heavy duty front zipper makes for easy on/off. One size fits most.

BACK VIEW

C

I.C.E. HIGH MOBILITY PLATE CARRIER
ITEM #

20-9031

C

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, MultiCam

Designed for rapid deployment with ease of entry and
added load carrying capacity. Front and rear plate
carriers, adjustable shoulder straps and quick-release
adjustable side straps for snug-to-body fit with minimum
bounce. Rescue drag handle on back. One size fits most.

ARMOR CARRIER VEST
Holds 8”x10”, 10”x12” plates (not included) securely in the padded
front and back pockets, with added adjustable, padded side storage
for 5” x 8” soft plates (not included). Inner support comes from a
wide, adjustable hook-n-loop and elastic waistband. Padded shoulder
supports are fully adjustable and web straps are hook-n-loop backed
to lay flat on chest. Added “D” rings on shoulder for flashlight
attachment. Rescue grab handle in back and unit I.D. hook-n-loop
for front patch placement. Inside comfort cooling mesh storage for
hydration bladder or maps and documents. Also available in safety
red for high visibility on the range which includes front and back
“INSTRUCTOR” patches. One size fits all.

E

D

ITEM #

COLORS

D

Armor Carrier Vest

20-8399

Black, O.D., Coyote, Multicam

E

Armor Carrier
Instructor Vest

20-0054

Red

+386E 51 327 248
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VESTS

A

F.A.S.T. VEST

A

   Ŷ ēŶ  Ĥ  ŶēŶ    Ŷ ē Ŷ  
ITEM #

20-7710

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

SIZES : Medium/XL (fits chest size 37"-49")

Large/XXL (fits chest size 41"-53")

The vest can accommodate virtually any personal body armor by inserting the panels
between the vest layers both front and rear. Plate pocket size: front 6" x 8" to hold
trauma plate, rear holds 7" x 11" or 10" x 12" steel or ceramic plates (not included).
Hook-n-loop closure keeps all the armor in place. Our new patented lattice weave
MOLLE strap system enables you to mount your pouches in a combination of vertical
or diagonal positions for ease of access to all your gear. The vest will accommodate
multiple armor panels for added protection levels. A fully adjustable hook-n-loop belt
panel provides maximum support. Along with the adjustable hook-n-loop shoulder
straps and four side adjustment straps, allows for a custom fit. Upper chest area
and shoulders are padded and covered with non-skid material for butt stock stability.
Adjustable hook-n-loop sliding keepers help guide the rifle sling away from your neck.

B

ČČČČŶ Ŷ 
     Ŷē Ŷ     Ŷē Ŷ  Ŷē Ŷ 

B

ITEM #

20-9032

SIZES : Small/Medium (fits chest size 36"-42")
COLORS : Black

Medium/Large (fits chest size 42"-44")
Large/XL (fits chest size 44"-48")

Designed and worn by Law Enforcement and Military Personnel to
carry wearer’s armor plates and removable pouches. Will hold 8" x
10" or 10" x 12" plates in front and rear. Our new patented advanced
lattice weave system allows for vertical or diagonal mounting of
MOLLE pouches. The wearer can position his gear in almost any
configuration or angle for the best tactical advantage. Our VAAT
Plate Carrier features; emergency rescue drag handle, adjustable
hook-n-loop inside panel for custom fit, side compression straps,
adjustable shoulder straps and soft hook-n-loop panels on front and
back for attaching department ID patches.

BACK VIEW

BACK VIEW

C

Ŷ Ŷ   Ŷ Ŷ 
ITEM #

20-0027

C

COLORS : Red

Be safe on the firing line with our easy entry plate carrier. Has
front and rear plate carriers, adjustable shoulder straps and quickrelease adjustable side straps for snug-to-body fit with minimum
bounce. Rescue drag handle on back. Includes front and rear
removable “INSTRUCTOR” patches. One size fits most.
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BACK VIEW

D

D

 ŶĔŶ Ŷ
ITEM #

20-8403

COLORS : Black, Green

Grab-n-go quick vest with loads of movable, adjustable
pouches for ammo, magazines, radio, mag lights etc.
Heavy duty full front zipper, drag handle and adjustable
sizing. Removable front and back embroidered patches
included. Great for law enforcement, paintball, airsoft,
search and rescue, security etc.

D

E

VESTS

ČČČŶ Ŷ Ŷ
 ŶēŶ ŶēŶ     Ŷ
ITEM #

20-9029

SIZES : Small/Medium (fits chest size 36"-42")
COLORS : Black

Medium/Large (fits chest size 42"-44")
Large/XL (fits chest size 44"-48")

Designed and worn by members of I.C.E. units to hold armor plates
and removable pouches. Complete with embroidered Police/ICE
patches front and rear. Holds 8"x10", 10"x12" plates (not included).

E
BACK VIEW

+386 51 327 248
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VESTS

BACK VIEW

Double “D” Ring
Attachment Points
On Each Shoulder
Nylon Rescue
Grab Handle

A

Built-In Shooter
Pads With Rifle
Butt Stabilizing Ribs

Side Size Adjustment
System For Custom Fit
Hook-N-Loop I.D.
Patch Panel

Full Front Heavy
Duty Military Zipper

A

DELUXE UNIVERSAL VEST
ITEM #

20-7210

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Woodland Camo,
Army Digital, MultiCam, A-TACS

Our Voodoo Tactical™ staff has produced one of the finest
universal vests available. Efficiently designed so the wearer
can configure the placement of pouches and accessories on
both the front and rear of the vest. Fully adjustable so one
size will fit most. Adjustable shoulder straps, chest straps
and side adjustment straps to insure a tailored fit. Added
custom details include: double “D” ring attachment points
on each shoulder, side-release buckles, built-in shooter pads
with rifle butt stabilizer ribs for right and left hand shooters,
full front heavy duty military zipper, two inside zippered
pockets, rear grab strap, adjustable keepers for use with
pistol or universal belts, hook-n-loop I.D. patch panel on both
sides in front and full length panel on rear, inside comfort
mesh lining and lots of universal webbing both front and rear
for adding mission specific pouches. One size fits most.

24
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VESTS
BACK VIEW

B

BLACK

O.D.

COYOTE

WOODLAND
CAMO

ARMY
DIGITAL

B

MSP-06 ENTRY ASSAULT VEST
ITEM #

20-8112

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote,
Woodland Camo, Army Digital

SIZES : Medium/XL (fits chest size 37"-44")

Large/XXL (fits chest size 41"-53")

Our entry assault vest features side-release buckles with adjustable web straps
and fully adjustable shoulder straps for a tailored fit. We’ve provided three
pistol mag pouches plus one extra that’s attached to our large frame auto, fully
adjustable holster. There’s also three M4/M16 30-round mag holders for use
with long guns, a first aid/ammo pouch, two inside zippered map pockets, hookn-loop strip for ID patch, emergency grab handle, lots of universal attachment
straps that fit any of our universal pouches. Adjustable belt included.
+386 51 327 248
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VESTS

A

TACTICAL CHEST RIG
ITEM #

20-9931

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,

Multicam

Voodoo Tactical’s fully adjustable chest rig has an easy
access pocket that will hold maps and documents
when worn over body armor. It has five pouches that
hold seven M4/M16 30 round mags (doubles on each
end) and four covered pistol mag pouches, an attached
zippered pouch for IFAK with rear document pocket,
multiple zippered ammo/accessory pouches and a
padded, adjustable shoulder harness with webbing and
attached electronics pouches. Lots of webbing in front to
add your mission essential pouches.

A

BACK VIEW

B

C

B

12 MAG CHEST RIG
ITEM #

20-0100

BACK VIEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

This chest rig has the capacity to carry 360 rounds of 5.56/.223 in 12
magazines stored in twelve chest pouches. Magazines are held securely
with hook-n-loop flap covers. Six rows of extra MOLLE webbing on each
side of the rig for the addition of your mission specific pouches. Large
zippered admin pocket at the top with pen loops, map pockets and
notebook storage. Padded, adjustable, removable shoulder straps have 3
rows of MOLLE webbing and a removable, ambidextrous shooter’s pad.
Adjustable waist strap allows for a comfort fit.

26
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C

CHEST RIG
ITEM #

20-8400

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Fully adjustable padded shoulder harness with elastic keepers and quickrelease buckles. Girth adjustment straps on each side with hook-n-loop plus
snap waist closure. 6 front open-top M4/M16 mag pouches with bungee
keepers. Hook-n-loop inside waist pockets with cool-mesh lining. Universal
straps for the addition of modular components. Back rescue grab handle
and flap-covered hydration bladder carrier. One size fits most.

VESTS

E NEW
D

VOODOO MOBILE CHEST RIG

D

ITEM #

20-0010

E

COLORS : Black

ADMIN CHEST RIG
ITEM #

20-0130

A versatile chest rig that offers maximum comfort by utilizing the padded,
adjustable shoulder harness and adjustable chest belt. It’s fully covered in
webbing for attaching modular accessory pouches. The full width 2-way top
zipper offers easy access to a roomy inner compartment that has pen holders,
pockets and lots of room for storing documents and accessories. The padded,
removable MOLLE shooter’s pad can be placed on either shoulder strap to
accommodate right or left hand shooters. All straps are long enough so rig
can be worn over body armor or load bearing vest. Designed for use when
seated in a vehicle. Available in Black only. One size fits most.

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

A versatile chest rig with adjustable shoulder harness and chest
belt. Chest rig is covered in PALS webbing for adding your favorite
pouches. The front pouch unzips to totally expose the interior that has
2 attached zippered soft mesh pockets. There’ a horizontal zipper on
the front of this pouch for added personal gear. The hook-n-loop full size
top pocket is great for map and document storage. The rig allows for
hands free performance while carrying your tactical gear. Measures 13"
x 12½" x 2½".

F

O.D.

F

6 MAG BANDOLIER
ITEM #

20-9928

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Holds 6 M4/M16 30 round magazines in 3 double pockets with
full flap hook-n-loop covers for easy, one-handed mag removal.
Adjustable neck harness and chest belt are long enough to fit over
body armor or load bearing vests. Designed for use when seated in
a vehicle. One size fits most.

COYOTE

ARMY
DIGITAL

G

G
BLACK

VOODOO 7 POCKET CHEST RIG
ITEM #

20-9419

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

7 waterproof lined pockets with hook-n-loop flap closure and adjustable buckles
for added security. Adjustable cross shoulder straps and waist belt. Great for
airsoft, paintball, medics, shooters, photographers, etc.

+386 51 327 248
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POUCHES

POUCHES

A

B

COYOTE

B

A

M4/M16 MAG POUCH

Holds (4) M4 30-round mags, (2) AK47 or (2) .308 mags.

BLACK

O.D.

WOODLAND
CAMO

Holds (2) M4 30-round mags, (1) AK47 30 Rd. or (1) .308 mag 20 Rd.

ARMY
DIGITAL

Adapts to your universal vest, belt or platform. Elastic retention straps with fully
adjustable hook-n-loop movable flap cover to accommodate various size mags. Quickopen assist tabs and metal drain grommets.
ITEM #

A

Single

20-7333

7”L x 2”W x 7”H

B

Double

20-7331

3¼”L x 2¾”W x 7”H

Black, O.D., Coyote,
Army Digital, Woodland Camo

C

D

The M4/M16 Open Top Mag Pouches with Bungee System adapts to any universal
vest, belt or platform. The Triple M4/M16 Mag Pouch Holds three 30-round M4/
M16 magazines, the double holds two 30-round magazines and the single holds one
30-round magazine all are secured in place by our elastic bungee system. We have
added front universal strapping so you can attach pistol mag pouches, grenade
pouches etc.

30

SIZE

COLORS

C

Single

20-8584

3¼”L x ¾”W x 8¼”H

Black, O.D., Coyote,Army Digital,
Woodland Camo

D

Double

20-8585

6¼”L x ¾”W x 8¼”H

Black, O.D., Coyote,Army Digital,
Woodland Camo, Multicam

E

Triple

20-8180

9¼”L x ¾”W x 8¼”H

Black, O.D., Coyote,Army Digital,
Woodland Camo, A-TACS

E
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COLORS

Black, O.D., Coyote,
Army Digital, Woodland Camo

M4/M16 OPEN TOP MAG POUCH WITH BUNGEE SYSTEM

ITEM #

SIZE

POUCHES

F

Holds (6) M4 30 rd. mags or (4) AK47 30 rd. mags.
BLACK

ARMY
DIGITAL

O.D.

COYOTE

WOODLAND
CAMO

MULTICAM

G

F

M4/AK47 MAG POUCH
Adapts to your universal vest, belt or platform. Full movable flap cover with hook-nloop closure and adjustable snaps allows for safe carry of different size magazines.
Divided inside compartment to keep magazines from rubbing. Metal drain grommets.
ITEM #

G

Holds (9) M4 30 rd. mags or (6) AK47 30 rd. mags.

F

Double

20-7218

6.5"L x 3"W x 9"H

G

Triple

20-8175

9.5"L x 3"W x 9"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo

M14/M1A SINGLE REMOVABLE FLAP MAG POUCH NEW
ITEM #

20-0132

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Multicam

The adjustable cover flap is removable or can be tucked in when not needed.
The cover flap has a web pull tab for fast opening. Rear MOLLE straps for
attachment to your vest or belt. Fits M14, M1A, FAL, SCAR-H, SR-25 or
G3 rifles.

COLORS

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo, Multicam

H NEW

H

SIZE

I NEW

I

M14/M1A SINGLE OPEN TOP MAG POUCH
ITEM #

20-0131

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Multicam

The open top mag pouch with bungee retention allows the pouch to be
used without a lid. Has bottom drainage grommet, MOLLE straps for
attachment to your vest or belt and front MOLLE webbing for added
gear attachment. Fits M14, M1A, FAL, SCAR-H, SR-25 or G3 rifles.

+386 51 327 248
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POUCHES

A

B

PISTOL MAG POUCH
Retention strap is fully adjustable for short or tall mags. Secures to your universal
vest, belt or platform. Quick open assist tabs with squared bottom and metal drain
grommets. Choose from the triple, double or single Pistol Mag Pouch with universal
straps. Single pouch also holds flashlight or knife.
ITEM #

SIZE

COLORS

A

Single

20-7974

2"L x 1¾"W x 5"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo, Multicam

B

Double

20-7975

4"L x 1¾"W x 5"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo, Multicam

C

Triple

20-7976

6"L x 1¾"W x 5"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo, Multicam, A-TACS

C

D
BLACK

O.D.

ARMY
DIGITAL

COYOTE

MP5 MAG POUCH
The double MP5 mag pouch holds two 30-round MP5 magazines. The Triple MP5 mag
pouch holds three 30-round MP5 magazines. Universal straps on back attach easily to
your universal vest or drop leg platform.

D
E

E

Double
Triple

ITEM #

SIZE

COLORS

20-9339
20-9340

4 "L x 1¾"W x 9¼"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

6 "L x 1¾"W x 9¼"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

F

BLASER MAG POUCH
ITEM #

20-9221

F

32
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COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Rugged pack cloth. Universal straps make for
easy attachment to belt or pack. Fits Blaser and
Accuracy International magazines and holds 10
loose rounds .308 Winmag and lower calibers.
Measures 5"L x ½"W x 4¼"H.

POUCHES

H

G

G

H

.308 MAG POUCH
ITEM #

20-9014

ITEM #

15-0044

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Multicam

Holds 10 round .308 magazine. Adjustable flap, elastic sides. Universal
straps. Fits HS Precision 10 Round Mag, Remington and others.
Measures 3¼"L x 1"W x 5"H.

I NEW

I

REMOVABLE SINGLE PISTOL MAG POUCH
ITEM #

20-0118

M249/M4 POUCH
COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Easily holds a 200 rd M249 ammo drum or seven 30 rd M4 magazines.
Can be used as a utility pouch for night vision, GPS, small optics and field
gear. Hook-n-loop front flap closure, 4 MOLLE straps on the back to secure
to your tactical gear and 2 drain holes. Measures 8"L x 3"W x 7½"H.

J NEW

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Hook backing allows this pouch to be mounted alongside our removable
holster. Pouch will accommodate double stack magazine. Measures 2" x
6". Attaches to any loop side of hook-n-loop panel.

J

REMOVABLE DOUBLE PISTOL MAG POUCH
ITEM #

20-0119

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

This pouch has double the capacity of our single mag pouch with all the
same unique features. Measures 4" x 6". Attaches to any loop side of
hook-n-loop panel.

+386 51 327 248
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POUCHES

A

20 ROUND SHOOTER’S POUCH
B

Hook-n-loop flap protects your .308 or .223 ammo. Just remove original ammo holders
from your favorite ammo manufacturers carton and insert them into pouch. Ammo is held
in place with elastic cord. Choose from rear universal straps for easy attachment to your
pack, vest or belt, or rear full hook-n-loop panel that attaches to our shooter’s mats.
ITEM #

SIZE

COLORS

A

Hook-n-Loop
On Back

20-9257

8"L x 1¾"W x 4"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

B

Universal Straps
On Back

20-9302

8"L x 1¾"W x 4"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

D

C
C

10 ROUND 50 CAL. MAG POUCH
ITEM #

20-9258

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Elastic loops to hold 10 rounds. Hook-n-loop flap cover protects
the rounds. MOLLE straps on rear to attach to vest, pack or mat.
Measures 7.5"L x 1.5"W x 5.5"H.

34
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D

100 ROUND M240 AMMO POUCH
ITEM #

20-7332

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo, Multicam

Adapts to your universal vest, belt or platform. Removable “Snap-In” hand
slot attaches to outside of pouch and has elastic slot to reach in without
losing any rounds. Hook-N-Loop flap cover with quick-open assist tab and
adjustable position snap. Metal drain grommets. Measures 6½"L x 3"W x
7"H.

POUCHES

E
E
Fits Twenty New
And Used Shells
At The Same Time

ROLL-UP SHOTGUN SHELL POUCH
ITEM #

15-0036

COLORS : Black, O.D.

Our shotgun pouch can be rolled up when not in
use and is secured with quick-release buckles.
When deployed there is a compartment with
divider to separate new and used shells. Outside
has seven elastic shotgun loops for quick access
to your shells. Comes with a removable waist
strap and is designed to fit your own belt. A box of
twenty shells fits perfectly in the bag. Measures:
4"L X 7"W X 7"H expanded.

Seven Outside
Elastic Shell Holders
For Quick Access

Removable Waist
Strap Makes It Easy To
Attach To Your Belt

F
BLACK

O.D.

ARMY
DIGITAL

G

COYOTE

WOODLAND
CAMO

MULTICAM

SHOTGUN SHELL POUCH 2 ¾ "
Designed to hold 2¾” shotgun shells. Full flap hook-n-loop cover. Inside elastic loops hold 12
shotgun rounds securely. Metal drain grommet. Available in two different configurations.
ITEM #

SIZE

COLORS

F

Horizontal

20-7215

7¼"L x 1½"W x 3¼"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo, A-TACS

G

Vertical

20-9731

3¼"L x 1½"W x 7¼"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo

SHOTGUN SHELL POUCH 3"

I

Designed to hold 3" shotgun shells. The full flap hook-n-loop cover protects your
shells. The inside elastic loops will hold 12 rounds of 3" shells securely. Bottom
metal drain grommet. Available in two configurations - Horizontal and Vertical.
Vertical straps are designed to fit on our Shotgun Scabbard #20-8917.

H
I

Horizontal
Vertical

ITEM #

SIZE

20-7217
20-7201

7½"L x 1½"W x 4½"H

Black, O.D., Coyote

COLORS

4½"L x 1½"W x 7½"H

Black, O.D., Coyote

H

+386 51 327 248
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POUCHES

A

A

BUTTSTOCK MAG POUCH
ITEM #

20-9290

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Adjustable to fit most stocks. Hook-n-Loop adjustable flap
cover protects your magazine. Square ring for optional sling
attachment. Length 8” overall.

Removable
Center Pad
BLACK

B

O.D.

ITEM #

B

C

20-9422

36

C

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Finally, an ambidextrous cheek rest to fit most
fixed rifle stocks. Hook-n-loop straps make for
a snug fit for left or right handed shooters.
To help with more natural point of aim, a
removable ¼" padded insert is included. Made
of 600D polyester to prevent your cheek from
slipping even when temperatures soar.
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COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Triple strap adjustment. Ambidextrous design. Removable center pad to
lower eye relief. Removable covered 7 round ammo carrier for .308 or
.300 winmag.

BUTTSTOCK CHEEK PIECE
ITEM #

ARMY
DIGITAL

BUTTSTOCK CHEEK PIECE WITH AMMO CARRIER

20-9421

Removable Ammo
Pouch With Hook-NLoop Backing Can Be
Attached To Either
Side Of Stock

COYOTE

Removable
Padded Eye
Relief Insert

POUCHES

40mm GRENADE POUCH

D

ITEM #

20-7213

D

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo

Adapts to your universal vest, belt or platform.
Removable, adjustable hook-n-loop/snap covers
to accommodate various sizes. Elastic open
bottoms. Accessories not included. Measures 4"L
x 2½"W x 5"H.

F

M84 FLASH BANG POUCH
Be prepared for twice the action. Secures to any universal webbing; pack, vest, belt,
drop leg platform. Side-release buckles and inside spoon guides keeps flashbangs secure
and readily accessible.

E
F

Single
Double

ITEM #

SIZE

COLORS

20-9320
20-9321

2¾"L x 2½"W x 6¾"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

5"L x 2½"W x 6¾"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

E

H

M18 SMOKE GRENADE POUCH
Hook-n-loop top flap for secure carry. Inside spoon tabs prevent grenade rotation.
Universal attachment to belt, vest or drop-leg platform. Accessories not included.

G
H

Single
Double

ITEM #

SIZE

COLORS

20-9328
20-9329

2¾"L x 2½"W x 6¾"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

5"L x 2½"W x 6¾"H

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

G

+386 51 327 248
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POUCHES
Full Sized
Compartment
With Drawstring

A

BLACK

O.D.

COYOTE

Side Covered
Mag Pouches

Outside
Pouch For
Loose
Rounds

A
ARMY
DIGITAL

WOODLAND
CAMO

MULTICAM

Quick
Release
Buckle

A

DUMP POUCH
ITEM #

20-8172

BACK VIEW

D
C
B

ROLL-UP DUMP POUCH
Constructed of Rugged pack cloth in three sizes 6"x10", 8"x10" and 12"x10".
Universal straps make for easy attachment to belt, pack or vest. Rolls up when not in
use. Inner compartment with extended drawstring collar. Two drain hole grommets.

B
C
D

38

6"
8"
12"

ITEM #

SIZE

20-9222
20-9223
20-9224

6"H x 10"W

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

8"H x 10"W

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

12"H x 10"W

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

V O O D O O TA C T I C A L .EU
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COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo,

Multicam

Attach to your universal vest, platform or range bag. Perfect for
stashing extra mags. 2 side covered adjustable pistol mag pouches,
inner full sized compartment with drawstring extended collar,
outside zippered front pouch for loose rounds, more mags etc. 2
front pencil/pen slots. Full flap cover with fixed side-release buckle.
Measures 9"L x 4"W x 9"H.

Roll Up When
Not In Use

POUCHES

F

E
E

TACTICAL BINOCULAR CASE
ITEM #

15-9258

F

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

20-7214

H

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo, A-TACS

Elastic retention strap for secure fit. Full flap hook-n-loop cover with
quick-open assist tab and antenna opening. Adjustable hook-n-loop cord
security lines. (Accessories not included). Measures 4.5"L x 2"W x 9"H.

The compact, adjustable flap binocular case allows you to carry
different styles of binoculars with padded protection and easy access.
(Accessories not included). Measures 6"L x 3"W X 7"H.

G

RADIO POUCH
ITEM #

ELECTRONICS GADGET POUCH
Made of rugged pack cloth. Ideal for your Blackberry or cellphone, attaches
easily to belt, pack or vest. Now available with universal straps for placement
on vest or pouch. Measures 3"L x 1"W x 4½"H. Accessories not included.
ITEM #

G
H

I

Hook-N-Loop Backing
Universal Straps

20-9220
20-9622

COLORS

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital
Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

GPS POUCH
ITEM #

15-0042

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Fits small to medium sized hand held GPS with room for spare batteries and a back up
lensatic compass and protractor. The pouch also works well as a small utility or gadget
pouch. It has two compartments: one with a reverse two-way zippered pocket with an
elastic pouch inside along with a lined pouch with key holder clip and one with a bellows
pocket with a flap hook-n-loop closure, inside zipper pocket under the flap. Rear of pouch
has 2 molle straps and an optional belt loop strap. Measures 3½"W x 5½"H.

I

J

UTILITY POUCH
ITEM #

20-7211

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo,

Multicam

Fully covered two-way zipper with silent cord zipper pulls. Metal
drain grommet. Measures 8½"L x 3½"W x 4½"H.

J

BACK VIEW

+386 51 327 248
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POUCHES

PROTECTIVE UTILITY POUCH

A

ITEM #

20-0120

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our semi-rigid case has a soft lining to protect your gear. It attaches to your vest, pack
or bag with single MOLLE strap. The inside nylon collar has cord-lock drawstring closure
for further protection from the elements. The full flap hook-n-loop closure adds another
measure of safety. Measures 3½" x 3" x 8".

B NEW

C NEW

A NEW

D NEW

FLASHLIGHT POUCH

E

NEW
E

Our rugged pack cloth flashlight pouches provide protection and easy access
to your light, knife, cell phone, multi-tool or magazine. Fully lined with a hookn-loop, adjustable protective flap cover and elastic sides for perfect fit.

B
C
D

Small
Medium
Large

ITEM #

SIZE

20-0136
20-0135
20-0134

5” x 2” x 1½”

Black, O.D., Coyote

8" x 2½" x 1½"

Black, O.D., Coyote

9” x 2¾” x 1½”

Black, O.D., Coyote

HANDCUFF CASE
ITEM #

15-0041

COLORS

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our newly designed single handcuff pouch fits most linked and
hinged handcuffs. A snug fit with a low pocket for two finger
access and quick handcuff removal. Two Molle straps on the
back for vest, pack or belt attachment. Very rigid and strong
with hook-n-loop closure. Measures 4½"L x 1"W x 5"H.

G

F
F

ADMIN CASE WITH MAG POUCH
ITEM #

25-0011

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Easy access 2-way zippered pouch that measures 3¼"L x 2"W x 5"H and
opens to a divided main compartment. Hook-n-loop flap covered outside
pocket and a separate flap covered hook-n-loop pouch for flashlight or
knife that measures 1½"Dia x 4¾"H. Added pen slot on side.

40
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G

ADMIN POUCH
ITEM #

15-0043

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Designed to mount on the front of body armor, chest rigs or vest. The
inside small zippered pocket has three internal elastic straps for pens,
etc. The pouch will hold folded documents, maps or identification cards.
Front has hook-n-loop flap closure and hook-n-loop on the outside for
attaching unit patch or name tapes. Measures 6¼"L x ½"W x 5¾"H.

POUCHES

I

H

H

NAME CARD POUCH
ITEM #

20-0102

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

I

Designed to hold your business cards in the field or the street and
keep them dust and dirt free with a hook-n-loop closure so they will be
presentable when needed. Belt loop rear strap secures to your gear.
Doubles as a coin pouch if needed. Measures 5”L x 3¾”H. Will hold most
standard size business cards, 2 pairs of surgical gloves, credit cards,
documents, etc.

ARM BAND ID HOLDER
ITEM #

20-9930

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Designed to hold your I.D. visibly on your arm. Adjustable double arm
bands for proper fit. Attached pen holder and top Hook-n-loop full size
pocket. Measures 6"L x 5"H.

J NEW

K NEW

J

VOODOO WALLET
ITEM #

20-0121

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Multicam

Our newest oversized wallet has multiple features including a modern twotone exterior design, removable wrist carry strap and outside full length
zipper compartment. The interior has two full-length and one rounded
open compartments for maps, tickets , etc., a full length zippered pouch
for currency, a clear window ID, a mesh zippered coin pouch that lets you
see the coins and lots of credit and business card slots. Full zip around
protection for your contents. Closed Measures 9" x 5½" x 1".

K

VOODOO TRI-FOLD WALLET
ITEM #

20-0124

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Finally, a tri-fold wallet that has more than enough card slots for all your
needs. The inside lift-up ID window reveals even more card slots. Two
full-length paper money compartments, one with protective zipper that
features a cover over the zipper pull that prevents rub and wear on the
wallet. Outside hook-n-loop pocket with elastic and removable carabiner
that can be attached to your belt loop to prevent loss. Large enough for
international currencies. Closed measures 5¼" x 4" x 1".
+386 51 327 248
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POUCHES

A NEW

A

VOODOO NECK POUCH
ITEM #

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

20-0115

Our neck pouch makes a great Trade Show companion with its clear front panel
for entry badge, adjustable neck cord and rear business card pocket and 3 pen/
pencil holders. For international travel, your passport will fit into one of the inside
pockets. You can carry all your credit and business cards in the multiple inside
slots. There’s an inside window ID panel, short vertical zipper pouch and horizontal
zipper pouch for currency, tickets, maps, etc. Hide the pouch inside your shirt for
safety and accessibility when travelling. Closed measures 5¾" x 5¾" x .5".

B

BLACK

O.D.

COYOTE

ARMY
DIGITAL

WOODLAND
CAMO

MULTICAM

B

C

UNIVERSAL COMPATIBLE BDU WALLET
ITEM #

15-7717

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo, Multicam

Holds I.D., pens, pencils, flashlight, electronics, medical supplies,
passport, etc. (items shown not included). Universal straps for easy
attachment to belt or pack. 9 separate pockets/slots, external mesh
pocket and two inside lanyards with clips. Full zip with pull and a hook-nloop subdued U.S.A. flag patch. Measures 4¾"L x 7"H. Fits into a BDU
pocket. (Accessories not included).

D

C

COMPACT BDU WALLET
ITEM #

15-8436

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo

Sized down to put in a regular pants pocket. Measures 4½"L X 5½"H.
Comes with a fob with clip, lanyard strap with clip, zipper closure and
a snap universal attachment strap on the back. Will hold your iPod, cell
phone, note pad, I.D. etc. (Accessories not included).

E

E

PASSPORT HOLDER NECK WALLET
ITEM #

D

ENLARGED BDU WALLET
ITEM #

15-9219

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Rugged pack cloth. Universal straps make for easy attachment to belt or
pack. (Accessories not included). Measures 5"L x 2"W x 7½"H.
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25-0026

COLORS : Black, O.D., Army Digital, Green

Digital

Lots of zipper and open pockets for passport,
tickets, I.D., maps, money, charge cards etc.
Hook-n-loop closure with adjustable neck cord.
Hide it safely underneath your shirt or jacket.
(Accessories shown not included). Measures 6" x
5" closed and 11¾" x 5" opened.

POUCHES

F

G NEW

F

DROP LEG FIRST AID POUCH
ITEM #

20-0020

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

G

ROUNDED UTILITY POUCH
ITEM #

20-0122

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Red

Two way zippers with cord silent zipper pulls offer easy and complete
interior access. Rear MOLLE attachment straps for wear on your
belt, vest or pack. Front rows of MOLLE webbing for additional pouch
attachment. Measures 10” x 5” x 5”.

Adjustable quick release belt strap. Full zip first aid pouch for rapid field
medical response with lots of inside sewn loops to hold your medical gear.
Adjustable thigh straps with non-slip backing for a secure fit. Metal drain
grommet. Measures 7"L x 3"W x 7"H.

I

BACK VIEW

H
H

TACTICAL FIRST AID POUCH
ITEM #

20-0019

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Modular first aid pouch with outside zipper pocket, top zippered main
compartment with inside elastic loops and open top pocket for medical
gear. Front hook-n-loop area for blood type or unit tag. Measures 7"L x
1½"W x 6"H.

I

RIP-AWAY MEDIC POUCH
ITEM #

20-0022

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Tough Milspec construction with front attachment system. MOLLE
attachments on a hard, hook-n-loop detachable mounting system. Selfrepairing rust-proof zipper. Lots of inside elastic hold-down straps. Metal
drain grommet. Measures 6¾"L x 3¼"W x 7¼"H.

+386 51 327 248
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POUCHES

Inner Pouch

Inner Pouch Has Elastic
Loops For Gauze, Medical
Items, Storage, etc.

A

INDIVIDUAL FIRST AID KIT - IFAK
ITEM #

20-0021

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

A

The IFAK pouch (when filled) will improve the
individual soldier’s ability to provide self or buddy
aid in combat. The IFAK is really two pouches in
one and the inner pouch is connected by a spiral
elastic cable. The inner pouch has elastic loops
for gauze, medical items, storage and folds closed
with hook-n-loop. Measures 5½"L x 3"W x 7"H.

BLACK

O.D.

ARMY
DIGITAL

COYOTE

B

BACK VIEW

D
C

B

EMT POUCH
ITEM #

20-7445

C

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,

Woodland Camo, Multicam, A-TACS

Two way zippers with silent cord zipper pulls.
Inside pocket, assorted size elastic hold-down
web for gauze rolls, field bandages etc. Universal
compatible. Metal drain grommet.

44
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ENLARGED EMT POUCH
ITEM #

20-9795

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army

Digital

Two way zippers with silent cord zipper pulls.
Inside pocket, assorted size elastic holddown web for gauze rolls, field bandages etc.
Universal compatible. Metal drain grommet.
Measures 7"L x 3"W x 10"H.

D

MARINE STYLE EMT POUCH
ITEM #

20-8918

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote,
Army Digital

Universal compatible. Currently used
by U.S. Marine Corps. Holds all your
medical supplies. Measures 6"L x 2"W
x 9"H.

POUCHES

E
BACK VIEW

UNIVERSAL MEDIC BAG

E

ITEM #

15-7611

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Designed to carry a wide variety of first aid items with three fold out compartments
each with zippered closure. Folds up tight and compact, secured in place by military
quick-release buckle. Moisture resistant coated material with reinforced stitching.
Features include: top carry handle, detachable shoulder strap and a universal strap
system on the back so you can attach it to your vest as a pack, or just hang it from
your pistol belt as a butt pack. Measures 9½"L x 4"W x 11"H.

F

G NEW
G

EMT SHEARS HOLSTER
ITEM #

15-0080

ITEM #

15-7688

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Have your shears at the ready for any
emergency with our MOLLE holster that
attaches to your vest, pack or medical kit.
Measures 5" x 2".

EMPTY SURGICAL KIT POUCH

F

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Inside flaps with sewn loops hold and protects instruments.
Inside pocket for sutures, scalpel blades etc. Heavy pack
cloth material. Measures 7½"L x 1"W x 4"H.

BLOOD TYPE TAGS

H

H

TOURNIQUET POUCH
ITEM #

20-0062

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our single MOLLE pouch is designed to
carry CAT/SOFT/SWAT-T tourniquets.
Compact enough to place several on
different gear for ready availability.

I

In an emergency it is vital that rescue crews know your
blood type. With a hook and loop strap and a quick release
snap hook, these blood type tags can go anywhere you do.
Clip them to your pack, vest, jacket or pants. Carry them on
or off duty, they just might save your life! Blood type tags
come in four colors and 8 blood type options. Measures
4½" overall. Available in 6 colors: O.D./Black, Foliage/Black,
Coyote/Brown, Black/White, Hi-Viz Orange, Hi-Viz Green.
ITEM #

I

A POS
A NEG

J

B POS
B NEG

20-9722
20-9723
20-9724
20-9725

J

NEW COLOR
K

NEW COLOR
L

ITEM #

K

O POS
O NEG

L

AB POS
AB NEG

20-9726
20-9727
20-9728
20-9729
+386 51 327 248
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CASES

WEAPONS CASES
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WEAPONS CASES

B

6 LOCKS INCLUDED

A

B

DELUXE PADDED WEAPONS CASE
Rugged ballistic pack cloth construction, heavy duty locking zipper pulls with
six padlocks for security, wrap and carry handles, closed cell foam padding.
2" padded interior perimeter lip with padded divider to keep your weapons
safe. Detachable padded, adjustable shoulder strap with outside universal
attachment straps. All rifle, pistol and mag pouch compartments have
locking zipper pulls with included padlocks. The adjustable, removable, padded
shoulder strap makes for easy carry. Our ‘’Deluxe 36” is designed to carry
two rifles (no longer than 36") and two hand guns along with six 30 round rifle
mags and six pistol mags. Our ‘’Deluxe 42” is designed to carry two rifles (no
longer than 42") and two hand guns along with eight 30 round rifle mags and
six pistol mags. Our 42” Deluxe Padded Weapons Case fits AR-15, Mini 14,
M-16, HK-93 and other tactical weapons not over 42” in length.
ITEM #

A
B

36" Overall Length
42" Overall Length

15-0055
15-9648

B

COLORS

Black, O.D., Coyote
Black, O.D., Coyote

+386 51 327 248
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WEAPONS CASES

A

A

PADDED WEAPONS CASE

Rugged ballistic pack cloth construction, heavy duty zippers, three adjustable outside
covered accessory pouches, wrap and carry handles, closed cell foam padding, 2” padded
interior perimeter lip, detachable padded, adjustable shoulder harness, shoulder harness
storage pocket, inside assorted accessory pockets and outside universal attachment
straps. Our 36” Padded Weapons Case fits collapsible folding stock weapons not over
36” in length. The 42” Padded Weapons Case fits AR-15, Mini 14, M-16, HK-93 and other
tactical weapons not over 42” in length. Our 46” Padded Weapons Case fits M-1 Garand,
FN-FAL, FN-LAR, Sig, M1-A, M14 and other tactical weapons not over 46” in length.
ITEM #

50

COLORS

36" Overall Length

15-7613

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo,
Pink, Purple

42" Overall Length

15-7612

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo,
Multicam, Pink, Purple

46" Overall Length

15-7614

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo
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BACK VIEW

WEAPONS CASES

A
BLACK

F E AT U R E S
O.D.

COYOTE

Padded Wrap-Around Carry Handle
and Strap
3 Outside Covered Ammo/Accessory
Pouches
Padded Center Divider To Protect Rifles

ARMY
DIGITAL

Hook-N-Loop Weapon Hold Down Straps
Outside Universal Attachment Straps
Hook-N-Loop Padded Handgun Pouches

WOODLAND
CAMO

Closed Cell Foam Padded Sides
2” Padded Perimeter Lip
Heavy Duty Zippers

MULTICAM
+386 51 327 248
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WEAPONS CASES

A

30" SINGLE WEAPONS CASE
ITEM #

15-0169

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Constructed of high density rugged 900 denier water
resistant polyester fabric with a high density padded
interior for maximum weapon protection. There’s
one outside 8" x 7" x 1 ½" deep double zip pocket
for ammo, eyes, ears or cleaning gear. We’ve left 3
rows of exterior MOLLE webbing so you can attach
your ammo and gear pouches that correspond to your
weapon. Case features inside hook-n-loop weapon
hold-down straps and two rows of MOLLE webbing
for added attachment. Complete with detachable,
padded, adjustable shoulder strap, nylon selfrepairing, locking zippers and a reinforced wrap carry
handle. Outside measurements are 30" x 9" x2".
Inside is 29" x 8 ½" x 2". Be sure to measure your
weapon for fit. We suggest no longer than 28" x 7"
tall to clear zippers, etc. inside.

A NEW

B NEW

B

37" SINGLE WEAPONS CASE
ITEM #

15-0170

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our modular weapons case is constructed of high density rugged 900 denier water resistant polyester fabric with a high density padded interior for maximum
weapon protection. There’s one outside 8" x 7" x 1 ½" deep double zip pocket for ammo, eyes, ears or cleaning gear. We’ve left 3 rows of exterior MOLLE webbing
so you can attach your modular ammo and gear pouches that correspond to your weapon. Case features inside hook-n-loop weapon hold-down straps and two
rows of sewn webbing for added attachment. Complete with detachable, padded, adjustable shoulder strap, nylon self-repairing, locking zippers and a reinforced
wrap carry handle. Outside measurements are 37"L x 2"W x 9"H. Inside is 35"L x 2"D x 8 ½"H. Be sure to measure your weapon for fit. We suggest no longer
than 34" x 7" tall to clear zippers, etc. inside.
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WEAPONS CASES

C NEW

C

44" SINGLE WEAPONS CASE
ITEM #

15-0171

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our modular weapons case is constructed of high density rugged 900 denier water resistant polyester fabric with a high density padded interior for maximum
weapon protection. There’s one outside 8 1/2" x 8" x 1 ½" deep double zip pocket for ammo, eyes, ears or cleaning gear. We’ve left 5 rows of exterior MOLLE
webbing so you can attach your modular ammo and gear pouches that correspond to your weapon. Case features inside hook-n-loop weapon hold-down straps,
padded muzzle protector and several rows of sewn webbing for added attachment. Complete with detachable, padded, adjustable shoulder strap, nylon selfrepairing, locking zippers and a reinforced wrap carry handle. Outside measurements are 44"L x 2"W x 13"H. Inside is 43”L x 2"D x 11"H. Be sure to measure
your weapon for fit. We suggest no longer than 42" x 10" tall to clear zippers, etc. inside.

+386 51 327 248
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WEAPONS CASES

A

SHORT DRAG BAG
ITEM #

15-0156

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our Mini Drag Bag is based on our ‘Ultimate Drag Bag’
with all the same features but in a compact 36” size
for smaller weapons. We’ve included the removable,
adjustable padded shoulder harness that stores in the
rear pouch, the adjustable, removable shoulder strap
with non-skid pad, interior hold-down straps, two large
outside zipper compartments for scope, cleaning gear,
eyes, optics, etc. both with outside PALS webbing for
added pouch attachment, interior padded protective
perimeter lip, drag handle and the wrap-around carry
handle. Measures 38” x 4” x 13”.

BACK VIEW

A NEW

Removable
Shoulder Strap
With Non-Skid Pad

B
B NEW

WATERPROOF RIFLE BAG
ITEM #

20-0082

NEW

COLORS : Clear

100% waterproof dry bag will protect your valuable
weapon from dirt, dust, sand and water while
transporting. The bag is constructed of extraheavy gauge PVC with high frequency welded seams.
The distinctive roll-top closure keeps the water
out and your weapon dry. Just wipe clean for easy
maintenance. You can also use it as an added liner
inside your weapons case. Measures 10"W x 46"L.
Measure your weapon before ordering.
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WEAPONS CASES

C

C

THE ULTIMATE DRAG BAG 51"
ITEM #

15-7981

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo,

Multicam

Designed by a sniper to include every feature on his wish list. Rugged
pack cloth construction with 4 assorted outside pouches. Universal
straps both inside and out. Silent pulls on every military grade nylon
self-repairing zipper. Adjustable shoulder strap with non-skid pad,
removable hidden, padded, adjustable, removable shoulder harness
that allows for muzzle up or down carry, two sets of web carry
handles and drag handle. Padded interior with securing straps houses
the weapons. A removable cleaning rod pouch with inside ammo loops
as well as a padded center divider to protect rifles on both sides and
two padded handgun inside pockets. Lots of exterior tie-on loops for
ghillie camo attachment. Measures 53"L (Outside) x 8"W x 14"H.

C

D

D

60" DRAG BAG
ITEM #

20-0034

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Rugged pack cloth construction with a 60" interior length and a height of 8" fits all
assembled weapons with scope attached. It has 4 exterior pouches: an 18"L x 5"W x 2½H"
exterior bipod pouch and 18"L x 4"W x 2½"H scope pouch and two additional exterior
pouches of 11"L x 10"W x 2½"H and 10"L x 4"W x 2½"H. Comes with an external pouch
that conceals additional straps. Horizontal and vertical male and female buckles for modular
bag attachment. Silent pulls on every military grade nylon self-repairing zipper. Adjustable
shoulder strap with non-skid pad, removable hidden padded adjustable shoulder harness
that allows for muzzle up or muzzle down back pack carry. Two sets of web carry handles
and drag handle. There is an interior cleaning rod pouch as well as a padded center divider
to protect the rifle from the barrel when stored broken down to include a pouch to secure
the muzzle on either side. Lots of interior and exterior MOLLE for extra pouches or
attachments and interior weapons tie-down straps. Measures 63"L x 8"W x 13"H.

D

+386 51 327 248
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WEAPONS CASES

“PROTECTOR” RIFLE CASES
Rugged pack cloth fabric, reinforced stitching, fully lined with five
exterior mag pouches, exterior zippered accessory pocket, adjustable
shoulder strap, wrapped carry handles, lockable with steel “D” ring. Two
sizes to choose from. Our 36” “Protector” rifle case measures 36”L x
3”W x 12”H and fits a folding Mini-14, folding HK-91/93, CAR-15 and
other similar weapons. The 46” “Protector” rifle case measures 46”L x
3”W x 12”H and fits folding M-14, M1-A, M-1 Garand, Sig, FN-LAR, FN
49, FN-FAL and other similar weapons.

A
B

36” Overall Length
46” Overall Length

ITEM #

COLORS

15-8748
15-8749

Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital
Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

A

B
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BLACK

O.D.

COYOTE

ARMY
DIGITAL

WEAPONS CASES

PRO-SERIES

ALUMINUM HARDSIDE CASES

A

ll of our hardside cases are made with a textured finish aluminum alloy frame with impact
resistant side panels and reinforced corners. These cases are designed to protect your
weapons, laptops, camera gear, etc. from the roughest travel scenarios. The thick egg-crate foam
on one side absorbs bumps and jolts and encases your gear in cushioned safety, while the other
side has die-cut foam that you can conform to your gear's exact shape for that custom, extra
secure fit. All long cases come with key locks and all compact cases come with combination locks.

DOUBLE PISTOL CASE

C

ITEM #

15-0097

D

INSIDE MEASUREMENT :

15-0098

15"L x 3¾"W x 10"H

C

FOUR PISTOL CASE
ITEM #

INSIDE MEASUREMENT :

18"L x 4½"W x 15"H

D
F

E

E

RIFLE CASE
ITEM #

15-0099

INSIDE MEASUREMENT :

37"L x 4½"W x 15"H

F

WHEELED CASE
ITEM #

15-0100

INSIDE MEASUREMENT :

49½"L x 5"W x 12½"H

+386 51 327 248
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WEAPONS CASES

A

A

SWANK’S PISTOL CASE
ITEM #

20-9100

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Looks like an ordinary admin case but inside
there’s storage for your pistol and 8 magazines.
The center divider is actually a large zippered
accessory pouch with three smaller zippered
pouches sewn to it for tools or small parts. The
pistol side has an adjustable retention strap to
secure and place your pistol anywhere on the
soft hook-n-loop mat. Also, there is a hook-n-loop
pouch under the pistol side. The outside features
a full length zippered pocket and ample soft hookn-loop to attach your name tape or favorite unit
patch. The case also includes main pouch locking
zippers. 11"L x 2"W x 8½"H.

B

BLACK

COYOTE

ARMY
DIGITAL

O.D.

B

PISTOL CASE WITH MAG POUCHES
ITEM #

25-0017

Our pistol case has full interior padding and will accommodate two
hand guns. The four outside mag pouches will adjust to hold oversize
magazines. Full nylon self-repairing locking zipper and wrap around
handles round out the features. Measures 12"L x 2"W x 9"H.

B
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WEAPONS CASES
Exterior Four FlapCovered Hook-N-Loop
Magazine Pouches

C

C

ENLARGED PISTOL CASE
ITEM #

20-0098

C
Designed To Carry
Two Full Sized
Handguns

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Designed to carry two full sized handguns with elastic retainers and
extra padding to protect your weapons. Opens to provide a large interior
mat to showcase the guns. The outside of the case contains four flapcovered hook-n-loop magazine pouches. On either side of the magazine
pouches is a pouch that is zippered and has a hook-n-loop flap for added
security for the contents. Has sturdy handles for carry and locking
zippers. 10”L x 19”W x 2”H.

D

D

HIDE-A-WEAPON FANNYPACK
ITEM #

15-9316

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Multicam

Inside ambidextrous, removable holster fits medium to large autos or
replace it with your off-duty, clip-on holster (not included). Right and left
side “Quick-Pull” tabs for rapid access to your weapon and hook-n-loop
rear pocket. Zippered waist belt pockets. Adjustable, one-size fits all.
Measures 9½"L x 3"W x 7"H.

Includes Nylon
Ambidextrous Holster

Quick-Pull Tabs For
Rapid Access

+386 51 327 248
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WEAPONS CASES

A

SHOTGUN SCABBARD WITH ATTACHED
MACHETE SHEATH
ITEM #

20-0073

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

We’ve added some back up to your shotgun scabbard in the form
of an attached 18" machete sheath. You never know when you
might need to blaze your own trail. Measures 29"L x 6"W x 2"H.

C

BREACHER’S SHOTGUN SCABBARD
ITEM #

20-8916

Designed to safely carry a short barrel, pistol grip shotgun during
breaching procedure. Two MOLLE straps on each side allow for
ambidextrous mounting to entry vest or pack. Padded, adjustable,
removable shoulder strap lets you sling your weapon. The scabbard is
thickly padded for weapon protection. Attached elastic shell loops allow
for easy access to five breacher rounds.

A

C

B

TACTICAL MACHETE SHEATH
ITEM #

20-0072

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Designed to hold your 18" machete and will attach to your pack,
vest or bag with four MOLLE straps. Protective lining keeps blade
safe. Measures 20"L x 3½"W.

B
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COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

WEAPONS CASES

E
BLACK

D
COYOTE

ARMY
DIGITAL

WOODLAND
CAMO

A-TACS

O.D.

D

SHOTGUN SCABBARD
ITEM #

20-8917

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Multicam, A-TACS

Keep your weapon protected and at the ready with our fully padded
“QUICK-DRAW” scabbard that mounts to your ruck or sling it across your
back with the adjustable removable nylon sling. Double universal straps on
each side will accommodate right or left handed shooters. We’ve notched
the top so your weapon slides out quickly and easily. Holds standard 18"
Remington 870’s or Mossberg 590. Measures 29" overall length.

E

ASSAULT RIFLE SCABBARD
ITEM #

20-0969

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

A great scabbard for field carry of your assault rifle. Fits AR-15 and other
similar sized rifles with or without scopes. Made of rugged pack cloth for
lasting durability. The adjustable, removable shoulder harness and padded
waist belt make for secure carry. Six additional “D” rings for vehicle,
quad runner or aircraft bulkhead attachment. Fully padded scabbard with
heavily padded nose for maximum weapon protection. Lots of MOLLE
strapping on the scabbard and belt for modular attachments. Measures
8"L x 3"W x 31"H.
+386 51 327 248
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PACKS

PACKS
Includes
Protective
Sleeve

Includes
Padded Muzzle
Protector

A

A

THE PRAETORIAN RIFLE PACK
ITEM #

15-0029

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

We’ve combined the best of the features found in the newest
technology hiking packs with the needs and requirements of
troops on the go. We’ve added a fold-out platform for your rifle
stock and a cord-lock sleeve which covers the barrel of your
weapon for added protection. This rifle pack is a one-of-a-kind
and will comfortably hold any rifle from 29" up to 58". Perfect
for rifles from an AR15 to a .338 Lapaua. We’ve provided a
padded space between the front pockets so you can shoot
right off your bag. The perfect size pack has padded comfort
back and adjustable padded shoulder harness. Multiple side,
upper and lower rear pockets, all with reversed coil zippers to
keep the sand out. Lots of universal webbing for various pouch
attachments, integrated handles, extra straps and buckles.
Hook-n-loop I.D. patch on front, advanced harness retention
system for maximum load carry and enhanced removable
padded waist belt with universal straps. Hydration compatible.
Padded side-zip compartment for laptop computer carry with
“inside the pack” office pockets. Measures 11"L x 7"W x 20"H.
25 Liter capacity.

64
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A

Includes Padded
Buttstock Protector

PACKS

B NEW

B

PRAETORIAN RIFLE PACK LITE
ITEM #

15-0144

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

We’ve combined the best of the features found in the newest technology
hiking packs with the needs and requirements of troops on the go. We’ve
added a fold-out platform for your rifle stock and an optional muzzle-down
padded protective sleeve along with a nylon cord-lock sleeve to cover the
barrel. This rifle pack will comfortably hold any rifle from 29” up to 58”.
Perfect for rifles from an AR15 to a .338 Lapaua. The pack has a padded
comfort back and padded adjustable shoulder harness with attached
electronics pouches. Multiple side, upper and lower rear pockets, all with
reversed YKK coil zippers to keep the sand and dust out. Lots of PALS
webbing for varied pouch attachments, integrated handles and extra gear
straps with buckles. The outer buckles have elastic covers for added
protection. Hook-n-loop ID patch on front, advanced harness retention
system for maximum load carry and enhanced, removable padded waist
belt with PALS webbing. Hydration compatible. The padded side-zip
compartments are accessible from both sides for laptop and contain an
adjustable, removable pistol holster.

B NEW

+386 51 327 248
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PACKS
Rain Cover

A

S.R.T.P. PACK



   ŶēŶŶēŶ  ŶēŶ
ITEM #

15-0082

A 

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

For your Special Ops, hikes or pack trips, our S.R.T.P. backpack provides extreme
comfort with light weight. The mesh back panel provides cooling air flow to your
back and lumbar padding for added comfort. Contoured wishbone steel rod frame is
flexible and stiffens against the frame sheet as more weight is added, allowing for
proper transfer of the weight directly to the lumbar pad and hips. The adjustable,
padded waist belt has MOLLE webbing for added pouch attachment. The contoured,
padded, adjustable shoulder straps have an adjustable, sliding chest harness strap.
Easy access to the main compartment is obtained with two-way zippers for wideopen loading and unloading. Four side compression straps secure the load. The
lower outside zippered front pocket has an added protective flap cover. There’s
two front zippered document/personal items and lots of MOLLE webbing on both
sides as well as on front of the top pocket for added pouch attachment. The inside
hydration bladder pocket is easily accessible and offers hose ports on each side. The
lowest zipper pocket stores a handy rain fly for those wet days. In keeping with the
high quality construction and materials of this pack, we use YKK reversed zippers
exclusively on every pocket. Capacity is 1739 cubic inches. Pack measures 11"L x
6½"W x 23"H.

A 
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COYOTE

PACKS
External
MOLLE

A 

Breathable Mesh
Back Panel
With Frame

Adjustable
Sternum
Strap

Hydration
Compatible

External
MOLLE

Removable
Waist Belt

Cinch
Straps
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PACKS

A

VERSA ALL-WEATHER RUCK NEW
ITEM #

15-0154

A NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our Versa All-Weather Ruck is designed with
plenty of room and plenty of protection for
your gear. We’ve provided modular attachment
webbing all over so you can attach your favorite
‘add-on’ pouches. It features padded, contoured,
adjustable shoulder harness system designed
for load carrying comfort and an adjustable,
padded waist belt. There are three adjustable
top web straps for blanket/bedroll attachment,
extendable top lid for taller loads and there’s an
attached dry bag inside with roll-top and quick
release buckle closure to ensure all contents
stay dry. Complete with front and rear drag/
carry handles, three load control compression
straps on each side, a lightweight removable rain
cover, and a lower zipper access to a full size
compartment that can easily carry your 3-season
sleeping bag. Measures 12" x 12" x 21½".

B NEW

B

LOW DRAG PACK
ITEM #

15-0146

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

We’ve shortened the size but increased the load
capacity with our new pack that features a padded
comfort back with adjustable, padded, mesh-lined
shoulder harness, each with attached metal ‘D’
rings, adjustable nylon waist belt with zipper ‘trail
snack’ pockets on each side with outside MOLLE
straps for pouch addition, padded side zip laptop
carrier, two main large zipper compartments,
two front zipper pouches, one with added MOLLE
webbing and a hook-n-loop side pocket, one side
zipper pouch and one side water bottle or personal
effects pouch with compression strap and cordlock inner protective bag. We’ve also added a
rescue/grab handles, large hook-n-loop unit ID
area, multiple front looped attachment points and
three lower side attachment tabs with metal ‘D’
rings. All zippers are reversed for dust and dirt
avoidance. Overall measures 16" x 13" x 17".
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PACKS

C

C NEW

SLIM LINE BACKPACK
ITEM #

15-0143

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Designed for the ‘lite’ traveler, our ‘Slim
Line’ backpack really has a ‘slim line’
with lots of storage ability. It features
waterproof zippers on all pockets,
contoured, padded, adjustable shoulder
harness with adjustable chest strap, metal
‘D’ ring attachments on shoulder straps,
main compartment with 2-way zipper
entry, 2 attached zipper pouches, one with
front diagonal zipper pocket and a web
carry handle. Measures 12" x 6" x 18½".

D

D

LOW PROFILE RUCK
ITEM #

15-9046

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo

If you only need a low profile rucksack, this is it. Complete with
attached weapon guide blocks, adjustable harness and waist
band with zippered trail snack pockets, inside mesh pockets
and full length side pouches. Hydration compatible. Measures
9½"L x 11½"W x 17"H.

+386 51 327 248
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PACKS

MATRIX PACK
AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES
A MATRIX PACK

11"L x 7"W x 20"H

B MINI MATRIX PACK

9"L x 13"W x 15"H

70
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PACKS

A

A

MATRIX PACK
    Ŷē Ŷ  Ŷē Ŷ  Ŷ ēŶ    Ŷ ēŶ 
ITEM #

15-9032

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo, Multicam, A-TACS

The perfect size pack with padded comfort back
and adjustable padded shoulder harness with
attached electronic instrument pouches. Multiple
side, upper and lower rear pockets, all with
reversed coil zippers to keep the sand out. Lots of
universal webbing for various pouch attachments,
integrated handles with extra straps and buckles
to attach to your drag bag. Hook-n-loop I.D. patch
on front, advanced harness retention system
for maximum load carry. Enhanced removable
padded waist belt with universal straps. Hydration
compatible. Padded side-zip compartment for
laptop computer carry with “inside the pack” office
pockets. We’ve combined the best of the features
found in the newest technology hiking packs with
the needs and requirements of troops on the go.
Measures 11"L x 7"W x 20"H. 25 Liter capacity.

B

MINI MATRIX PACK

B

 Ŷ ēŶ    ŶēŶ ŶēŶ  Ŷ ē Ŷ     Ŷ ē Ŷ 
ITEM #

15-0051

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Pink, Purple

Because of the overwhelming demand for a smaller Modular Assault Tactical
Rucksack, we have created the ‘Mini Matrix’. The Mini features an adjustable,
padded shoulder harness with attached electronics instrument pouches,
multiple side, upper and lower pockets, all with reversed YKK coil zippers to
keep the sand out and all with silent zipper pulls. Lots of universal webbing for
wearer’s own pouch attachments, hook-n-loop ID patch and enhanced harness
retention system for maximum load carry. The mini is hydration compatible
with covered hose exit port. Main compartment features admin pockets and
compartments, a padded pocket for laptop and hydration bladder pocket. All
seams are double-stitched and bar-tacked at all stress points. Measures
overall 9"L x 13"W x 15"H.

BLACK

O.D.

COYOTE

+386 51 327 248
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PACKS

TOBAGO PACK
AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES
A TOBAGO PACK
19"L x 12"W x 20"H
B MINI TOBAGO PACK

10"L x 5"W x 18"H
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PACKS

A

TOBAGO PACK
ITEM #

15-7866

Expands to hold all your gear with attachment
systems galore! Exterior Universal straps for
optional pouches and inside divider organizer
compartments for sensitive items. Front, rear
and side storage pouches with full-zip main
compartment. Hydration compatible with divided
zippered section for 3 liter bladder (not included)
with right or left side routing system. For longterm ops, an additional bladder can be attached
(using our Hydration Carrier #20-7444). We’ve
lengthened and reinforced the thickly padded,
adjustable shoulder strap assembly that when
removed, can convert the pack to a carry-all by
accessing the top and side nylon carry handles.
Reversed zippers for dust elimination, bottom
bedroll loops and side compression straps to
secure your load. Made of rugged pack cloth.
Measures 19"L x 12"W x 20"H. 75 Liter capacity.

A

B

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo, Multicam, A-TACS

MINI TOBAGO PACK
ITEM #

15-0050

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Made of rugged Mil-Spec Pack Cloth with thickly padded,
adjustable, removable shoulder and sternum straps.
Hydration compatible with center, right or left side hose
routing system. The inside main compartment has two
zippered mesh pockets and bladder pouch. The inside
front compartment has three open-top pockets, two pistol
magazine/cell phone pouches, pencil holder and key holder.
The front panel of the front compartment has a vertical
zipper opening for tablet or weapon storage. The lower
front pocket has three inside mesh compartments for
small item storage. The two side zippered compartments
can hold your electronics, cords or personal items. All
pockets have outside MOLLE webbing for users pouch
attachment. Silent zipper pulls, two compression straps
on each side, two side and one top double-stitched
carry handles, bottom of pack loops for bedroll or jacket
attachment round out the features of this customer
demand pack. Measures 10"L x 5"W x 18"H.

B

+386 51 327 248
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PACKS

3-DAY ASSAULT PACK
AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES
B ENLARGED 3-DAY ASSAULT PACK

20"L x 8"W x 15"H

A 3-DAY ASSAULT PACK

19"L x 6"W x 12"H
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PACKS

A

3-DAY ASSAULT PACK
ITEM #

15-8171

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo

We’ve improved our best selling 3-Day Assault
Pack by adding a rubber drag handle, a molded
custom back panel for increased comfort,
removable, adjustable contoured shoulder straps
with metal “D” rings, a new removable, adjustable
padded kidney belt with side release buckle (Tuck
‘em away when not in use) and lots of Universal
attachment straps. We’ve also added sliding hookn-loop keepers to control loose straps, 2 side
compression straps, heavy duty 2-way military
coil zippers, 2 rear zippered compartments with
Universal attachment straps covering both. We’ve
added Universal straps to the side and bottom
of the pack so you can add pouches, bedding,
etc. Add a hydration bladder and exit the hose in
your choice of 3 positions. (Bladder not included).
Measures 19"L x 6"W x 12"H. 37 Liter capacity.

A

B

B

ENLARGED 3-DAY ASSAULT PACK
ITEM #

20-0095

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Identical to 3-day assault pack but a full one-third larger for added carrying
capacity. Comes with a rubber drag handle, a molded custom back panel for
increased comfort, removable, adjustable contoured shoulder straps with metal
“D” rings, a new removable, adjustable padded kidney belt with side release
buckle (Hide them away when not in use) and lots of universal attachment straps
including the side and bottom of the pack so you can add pouches, bedding, etc.
Add a hydration bladder and exit the hose in your choice of 3 positions. Measures
20"L x 8"W x 15"H
+386 51 327 248
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PACKS

LEVEL III ASSAULT PACK
AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES
B ENLARGED LEVEL III ASSAULT PACK

12"L x 12"W x 17"H
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A LEVEL III ASSAULT PACK

10"L x 10"W x 18"H

PACKS

A

A

LEVEL III ASSAULT PACK
ITEM #

15-7437

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo, Multicam, A-TACS

One of our most popular designs, compact enough to
take everywhere, expandable to carry the goods, this
pack will do it all, molded comfort back panel provides
semi rigid, custom fitting support, for maximum
performance, adjustable padded shoulder straps, with
sternum cinch and adjustable waist belt, insuring this
pack will stay with you and balance the load even in
the most rugged conditions. Adjustable cinch down,
expandable, side and top straps allow you to compress
or expand depending on the load. Multiple outer
pockets to organize and separate, inside more of the
same, this is the perfect weekend warrior/daypack,
made to rugged military standards, with lots of MOLLE
straps to add on whatever you need, hydration and
laptop compatible. (Bladder not included). Measures
10"L x 10"W x 18"H. 30 Liter capacity.

BLACK

O.D.
COYOTE

B

B

ENLARGED LEVEL III ASSAULT PACK
ITEM #

20-0101

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Increased by one third the size of our original Level III Assault pack but with all
the same great features. Molded comfort back panel provides semi-rigid, custom
fitting support. For maximum performance, adjustable padded shoulder straps, with
sternum cinch and adjustable waist belt, insuring this pack will stay with you and
balance the load in the most rugged conditions. Adjustable cinch down, expandable,
side and top straps allow you to compress or expand depending on the load. Multiple
outer pockets to organize and separate your gear. More pockets inside. Made to
rugged military standards with lots of MOLLE straps to add on whatever you need.
Hydration and laptop compatible. Measures 12"L x 12"W x 17"H.
+386 51 327 248
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PACKS

A
A

A

VOODOO SKIN ASSAULT PACK
ITEM #

15-9660

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Multicam

Long wearing “Voodoo Skin” highlights this versatile pack. Measures 14”L at
bottom, tapering to 8” at top x 10½”W x 20”H. At your request we’ve kept it
simple with adjustable, padded shoulder straps, adjustable waist belt, lots of
zippered exterior pockets, cavernous main compartment, side compression
straps, carry handle, front mesh pocket and hook-n-loop area for I.D. patch.
Hydration compatible. Embroidered Voodoo Tactical logo and removable
Voodoo Tactical 2” x 3” patch. 25 Liter capacity.
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PACKS

B

B

T.H.O.R. PACK
  Ŷē Ŷ  Ŷē Ŷ      Ŷē Ŷ 
ITEM #

15-0040

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Multicam

Designed for extended OPS with ten exterior pockets with reversed
zippers for dust protection and smooth operation. Lots of MOLLE
webbing on top, sides and bottom of pack as well as on all exterior
pockets for attaching mission essential accessory pouches. Padded,
adjustable, removable shoulder straps have MOLLE webbing and
attached zipper pouches for cell phone, flashlight, knife, compass or
other small gear. Pack features a fully lined interior, side compression
straps, padded, adjustable, removable waist belt with MOLLE
webbing, interior hydration compartment with right and left covered
hose exit ports, three drag/carry handles (one on top and one on each
side), side zippered and padded protective compartment for laptop
or iPad, inside front flap has sewn-in admin pockets to secure office
gear. Adjustable sternum strap relieves weight from the shoulders
and helps stabilize the load, while the padded back panel offers all
day comfort carry. Makes a great carry-on when the waist belt and
shoulder straps are removed. Pack is fully lined and carries well.
Measures 13"L x 11"W x 18"H.

B

BLACK

O.D.

COYOTE

MULTICAM

+386 51 327 248
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PACKS

A

A
BLACK

A

REAPER L.R.R.P. PACK
ITEM #

O.D.

COYOTE

ARMY
DIGITAL
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15-9033

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Woodland Camo, Army Digital

For maximum load comfort we’ve added a new “Multi-Adjust” contour design
pre-shaped harness system that’s fully adjustable, easy-to-use, and can be
configured to the user’s height and load. Mesh-backed for breathability with
“D” ring equipment attachment points. The beefy, padded adjustable hip belt
stabilizes the load and has zippered trail snack pockets on each side and quickrelease buckle. Both shoulder harness and hip belt are completely removable
to create the perfect carry-on. The “REAPER” is hydration compatible with
easy access to the 2500 cubic inch main compartment that contains two mesh
zipper pouches for all of your valuables. There’s a large attached front pouch
with covered zipper and two compression straps on each side to maximize load
retention. If you run out of room, simply unzip the bottom to gain access to
an additional 850 cubic inches of storage. The “REAPER” has loads of exterior
universal strapping to accept your choice of pouches and weapons carriers
(even on the expandable bottom). Two way zippers with silent zipper pulls
on both the upper main compartment and the attached front compartment.
Complete with bottom bed roll/jacket lashing straps, Voodoo quick-release
buckles, drain grommets, and drag/carry handle. 55 Liter capacity.

PACKS

B
B

VANGUARD VESTPACK
ITEM #

15-0028

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our Vanguard Vestpack is a combination of the best of both
tactical worlds...a tactical vest with an attached tactical backpack
for combined combat readiness and long term OPS. The vest is
equipped with our new patented advanced lattice weave system
that allows the wearer to mount accessory pouches either
vertically, horizontally or diagonally. The vest has adjustable side
straps designed to distribute the weight of the pack over a wider
area. Comfort cool mesh lining, full length front covered zipper
cushioned shooter’s shoulder pads on both sides, adjustable
waist belt, rescue grab handle, adjustable shoulder harness and
“D” ring attachment points round out the features of this high
performance vest. It has two full zip compartments, one with full
size zippered pouch with inside mesh pockets and cord-lock mesh
pocket with lots of room to store your gear. Outside features
MOLLE webbing on both sides, four side compression straps,
bedroll attachment straps, soft hook-n-loop for department
I.D., mesh window I.D. pocket, lower panel with MOLLE webbing
and padded, mesh back for comfort. One size fits most. Pack
measures 13"Lx 10"W x 21"H. 45 Liter capacity.

C

C

C.R.S. PACK
     ŶēŶ ŶēŶ Ŷ 
ITEM #

15-0060

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

The rugged pack cloth CRS pack can be worn as a single shoulder sling pack or as a
backpack by simply opening the central zipper on the shoulder strap to create two
backpack straps. The pack also features interior zippered mesh pouch and one large
pouch for hydration bladder or laptop computer. There are two exterior zippered
pouches and two zippered trail snack pouches on the waist band. Lots of MOLLE
strapping both on the inside and outside for adding modular pouches. Measures 14"L
x 9"W x 18"H. 37 Liter capacity.
+386 51 327 248
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PACKS

A

TACTICAL SLING BAG
ITEM #

15-9961

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

The Tactical Sling Bag provides an over the
shoulder carry that can be changed from right
to left handed wearers with a click of a buckle.
Made of rugged pack cloth. The padded waist
strap stops the pack from bouncing while your
are moving. The single padded shoulder strap has
two accessory pouches for electronics and one
zippered utility pocket. The pack is loaded with
pockets and has six smaller exterior zippered
pouches and one large central pocket. Four
external “D” rings offer additional attachment
points. Wrapped carry handle when not using
as a sling bag. Great in and out of the field.
Measures 18"L x 6"W x 16"H. 28 Liter capacity.

A

B

TABLET SLING BAG
ITEM #

15-0057

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Designed for easy, safe travel with your tablet(s). Outside
features an upper zippered document pocket and an adjustable
flap-covered pocket for mobile phone. There’s a side zippered
pouch for power cables and charging cords. There’s a
lower zippered essentials pocket, a rear, full-size hook-nloop document pocket for note pad. Adjustable 2" wide nylon
shoulder strap with movable comfort pad and quick-release
buckle. Side loop holds pen, pencil or penlight. The nylon mesh
adjustable waist belt is optional and can be stored in the hidden
side slots when not needed. The inside has a ‘U’ shaped twoway zipper pocket with ID window, lots of pockets, key clip
and admin pockets and holders. The separate padded pockets
for your tablets have hook-n-loop protective flaps. The larger
pocket easily fits iPad or Android tablets and the smaller pocket
holds your Kindle, Nook, Kobo, Sony Reader and other tablets
this size. Overall measures 4"L x 12"W x 15"H.
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PACKS

C

C

PADDED CONCEALMENT BAG
ITEM #

15-0457

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our new sling bag has 5 interior mesh pockets and 5 exterior pockets. Two pistol
magazine pouches are enclosed in one of the outside pockets.. One padded, concealed
pocket is designed to hold any size handgun and is located close to the body with
hook-n-loop opening. Outside cell phone pouch and a secure insulated water bottle
pouch for hot or cold beverages. The large internal pocket is 4½"L x 9"W x 12"H.
Hook-n-loop and MOLLE webbing outside for added universal pouch attachment. The
padded, adjustable shoulder strap has a quick release buckle. The center pocket
is big enough for a video camera. Constructed of high quality materials and is
extremely comfortable for all day wear. Measures 17½"L x 3½"W x 13"H.

C

D

BACK VIEW

ERGO PACK
ITEM #

15-9355

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army
Digital, Multicam

New ergonomic design for all day comfort with
adjustable shoulder strap and movable pads.
Rear padded pocket will accept most size clip
holsters and includes an ambidextrous holster
with attached elastic mag pouch. There’s a
hidden optional adjustable waist belt for added
security. Outside has two side zipper pouches
with universal webbing, and an attached cell
phone pouch, pen holder, front top divided zipper
pocket and a front flap zippered pocket. Under
the flap is an open pocket with hook-n-loop
front for department I.D., zippered pouch with
two pistol mag pouches, and one main pocket
with cord-lock drawstring collar for weather
protection. Lots of exterior universal webbing for
your choice of added pouches.

D

+386 51 327 248
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PACKS

A

A

BLACK

ARMY
DIGITAL

A

O.D.

WOODLAND
CAMO

COYOTE

MULTICAM

MSP-3 EXPANDABLE HYDRATION PACK WITH UNIVERSAL STRAPS
ITEM #

15-7491

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo, Multicam

Professionally designed hydration system for law enforcement, military, or the hiking trail. Expander
zipper adds an extra 3” to the main compartment. Rugged nylon construction. Heavy duty selfrepairing nylon zippers with pulls. Large gear compartment. Front pocket has mesh dividers and key
hook inside. Easy grab drag handle. Straps for adding Universal or Alice clip pouches. Right or left
hose guides. Easy access reservoir pocket. Padded contoured adjustable shoulder harness. “Keep
cool” mesh backing. “D” ring attachment points. Adjustable waist belt. Deluxe bladder included with
color matched neoprene hose cover. Measures 7"L x 4½"W x 17"H. 9 Liter capacity.

B

B

HYDRATION CARRIER WITH REMOVABLE HARNESS
ITEM #

20-7444

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo, Multicam

Holds most size bladders. Right or left side hose exit. Metal grommet drain
holes. Wear as a hydration pack or remove the harness and stow it in its
own pouch. Attach carrier to your pack or vest. Back of carrier will hold any
universal pouch. Measures 9"L x 2"W x 16½"H.
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PACKS

C

BLACK

C

O.D.

COYOTE

ARMY
DIGITAL

WOODLAND
CAMO

MERCED HYDRATION PACK
ITEM #

15-8173

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo

An enhanced hydration pack with padded foam comfort back and
padded shoulder straps. Seven rows of universal straps on the
2 rear compartments. Right or left side hose exits with elastic
straps on shoulder pads. Deluxe bladder included with color
matched neoprene hose cover included. Measures 9½"L x 3"W x
17"H. 8 Liter capacity.

NEW & IMPROVED
WITH 4 NEOPRENE HOSE WRAP COLOR OPTIONS

D NEW & IMPROVED

D

DELUXE BLADDER WITH NEOPRENE HOSE WRAP

Our new bladders have a slide-off handle that allows for easy filling and cleaning. We’ve also
revised and improved the bite valve that now features a push-pull shut off/drink valve. Just
push down to shut off, pull up to drink.
SIZE

ITEM #

Bite valve

2 Liter

Bite valve

2½ Liter

02-7101
02-7102

Clear Tube

COLORS

Bite Valve - Wrapped Drink
Tube - Shut Off Valve

2 Liter

02-7743

Black, O.D., Coyote, Foliage

Bite Valve - Wrapped Drink
Tube - Shut Off Valve

3 Liter

02-7744

Black, O.D., Coyote, Foliage

Clear Tube

+386 51 327 248
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PACKS

A

DELUXE PROFESSIONAL SPECIAL OPS FIELD MEDICAL PACK
ITEM #

A

15-8174

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

A panel loading pack designed to meet the demands of mountain rescue professionals.
Built with rugged pack cloth for strength and abrasion resistance. Custom designed so
all panels layout flat for easy access and quick response. Pockets, pouches and straps
galore for custom placement of supplies and instruments. Two removable carry bags for
airways, tubes, masks, and resuscitation kits. The most comprehensive rescue response
pack we’ve seen. Custom padded comfort back, contoured, padded, adjustable shoulder
straps, padded, adjustable waist belt, top and side compression straps, with carry
handles, side strap storage pouches, bottom attachment loops for bedding or bags,
metal drain holes, hydration compatible, hook-n-loop panel for department I.D. patch and
clear personal I.D. panel. Measures 13"L x 8"W x 21"H.

A
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PACKS

B NEW

B

DELUXE PROFESSIONAL SPECIAL OPS FIELD
MEDICAL PACK LITE
ITEM #

15-0148

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Red

We’ve created a slimmed down version of our heavy-duty field medical pack
with many of the same panel loading systems that lay out flat for easy access
and quick response. Clear inside pockets allow for rapid location of items while
lots of web loops, pouches and straps are available for custom placement of
your supplies and instruments. There’s a removable carry bag for airways,
tubes, masks and resuscitation kits. There’s a custom padded comfort belt
that’s adjustable, removable and contoured. The adjustable, padded, meshlined shoulder straps make for easy carry. Lots of MOLLE webbing for added
pouch attachment. Measures 15" x 8" x 20".

B NEW

+386 51 327 248
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EQUIPMENT
BAGS

EQUIPMENT BAGS

MOJO LOAD-OUT BAG
AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES

B MINI MOJO LOAD-OUT BAG
31"L x 15½"W x 14"H

A MOJO LOAD-OUT BAG

39"L x 18"W x 15"H

90
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EQUIPMENT BAGS

A

MOJO LOAD-OUT BAG WITH BACKPACK STRAPS

A

ITEM #

15-9685

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Multicam

A

“Gigantic” isn’t even in the same league as this guy!. Measuring a whopping
39" long x 18" wide x 15" tall with no less than eleven assorted - size exterior
pouches, lots of webbing to attach even more pouches, double-zip access to the
cavernous main compartment, double compression straps on each end, metal “D”
ring attachment points abound, top clear ID window, wrap-around carry handle,
adjustable, removable shoulder strap with movable pad and when the load gets
too heavy, we’ve provided a padded, adjustable shoulder strap harness concealed
in the bottom of the bag when not needed. Measures 39"L x 18"W x 15"H.

B
BLACK

O.D.

B

COYOTE

MINI MOJO LOAD-OUT BAG
ITEM #

15-9684

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

A smaller version of our popular Mojo load out bag, it has the same great features
but ¾ the size. Measuring 31"L x 15 ½"W x 14"H, with 11 assorted size exterior
pouches, lots of webbing to attach more pouches, double-zip access to the main
compartment, double compression straps on each end, metal “D” ring attachment
points abound, top clear ID window, wrap-around carry handle, adjustable,
removable shoulder strap with movable pad and when the load gets too heavy, we’ve
provided a padded, adjustable shoulder strap harness concealed in the bottom of
the bag when not needed. Measures : 31"L x 15 ½"W x 14"H.
+386 51 327 248
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EQUIPMENT BAGS

MOJO LOAD-OUT BAG
ON WHEELS

AVAILABLE IN 2 SIZES

B MINI MOJO ON WHEELS

28"L x 16"W x 14"H

A MOJO ON WHEELS

32"L x 20"W x 19"H
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EQUIPMENT BAGS

A

A

MOJO LOAD-OUT BAG ON WHEELS
ITEM #

15-9686

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

We’re listening to everyone who has told us we need to put the Mojo Load Out Bag (#15-9685)
on wheels - thus the ‘Mojo on Wheels’ Bag. Made of 1000D Cordura with rugged skate wheels
and a plywood bottom that’s riveted to the bag for duty in extremely rugged terrain. No metal
pop-up handles to mess with as we have added a convenient Nylon strap to easily pull your load.
We’ve maintained most of the pockets, eliminated the shoulder harness and upgraded the fabric
quality for one of the finest load-out bags on the planet. Measures 32"L x 20"W x 19"H.

B

B

MINI MOJO LOAD-OUT BAG ON WHEELS
ITEM #

15-9687

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our newest load-out bag features rugged wheels for ease of maneuvering and
protective skid pad for bottom protection. We’ve added a rubber handle for easier
grip as well as a wrap-around carry handle and a double-sewn web handle at each end.
We’ve maintained MOLLE webbing on one side and both ends for pouch attachment
and have provided two compression straps at each end for jacket or bedroll. Doublezip, full-length top zippers offer easy access to the main compartment. There’s one
end zipper pouch and two side zippered pouches. Top flap contains clear ID window
and hook-n-loop area for unit ID. Measures 28"L x 16"W x 14"H.
+386 51 327 248
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EQUIPMENT BAGS

A

MAMMOTH DEPLOYMENT BAG

A

ITEM #

15-9027

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

You asked for a BIG BAG, well here it is! Now you can transport your
weapons and gear in one bag. The “U” shaped 2-way zippered entry to
the oversized center compartment reveals a zippered inside pocket
on each end and a zippered mesh pocket for immediate access, 2 end
compression straps and 4 side compression straps with wrapped
carry handle and additional carry handles on either end. Other
carrying options include a padded, adjustable, removable shoulder
strap and a set of padded adjustable shoulder harness straps that
assist when your hands are full. Measures 27"L x 16"W x 16"H.

O.D.

BLACK

COYOTE

B NEW

B

TRAVEL STORAGE BAG NEW
ITEM #

15-0152

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Built for maximum stuffing and crafted of
rugged packcloth for long wear. Our travel
storage bag features a rear zippered
panel that encloses the padded adjustable
shoulder straps and waist belt when not in
use. Two long covered zipper side pouches
for immediate access gear placement.
The cavernous main compartment opens
to expose 2 side open top pockets and 2
mesh zippered pockets attached to the flap
cover. Overall measures 10" x 20" x 24".

MULTI-PURPOSE DUFFLES

E NEW

NEW

Our newest duffle is available in three sizes and was designed to carry
and protect your law enforcement, field training, travel or hunting gear.
These handy bags feature beefy, pack cloth construction with foam
padded sides and ends, and a water repellent bottom. The locking zippers
offer an added measure of protection and security. There are two inside
full-length divided mesh zipper accessory pockets, double carry handle and
an adjustable, padded, removable shoulder strap for hands free carry.

C
D
E

94

Small
Medium
Large

ITEM #

SIZE

15-0159
15-0160
15-0161

21"L x 9"Dia.

Black, O.D., Coyote

26"L x 10"Dia.

Black, O.D., Coyote

30"L x 12"Dia.

Black, O.D., Coyote
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D NEW

COLORS
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C NEW

EQUIPMENT BAGS

F

OPERATOR’S BAIL OUT BAG
ITEM #

15-9699

A large single compartment bag designed
to let you pack for your specific op. Over
1200 cubic inches of interior space lets you
easily organize all your gear. Outside has 4
tall zippered pouches (2 on each side) and
3 smaller hook-n-loop flap-covered pouches
for cell phone or smaller rifle magazines.
Two clear ID windows (one top and one
side) and a padded, adjustable shoulder
strap for easy carry.

F

G

MESSENGER BAG
ITEM #

15-0150

COLORS : Black

NEW

G NEW

BACK VIEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our new messenger bag is designed for travel with all your
necessary gear. There are lots of outside pockets and
compartments to stash your stuff, including a front hook-n-loop
panel that lifts to reveal a divided compartment with attached
mag pouches, elastic loops and pockets. The mesh water bottle
holder on the side will keep you hydrated and the rear zippered
compartment has a handy open document compartment
attached. Inside the heavily padded main compartment are
three various sized, removable, lined tablet pockets, each with
full hook-n-loop panel for attaching the included hook-n-loop
holster and double mag pouch. Measures 16"L x 4"W x 15½"H.

H

H

PRO-OPS BRIEFCASE
ITEM #

20-0099

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Made for travel with tactics in mind. In the large zippered
pocket is a removable bag for your laptop with a removable
shoulder strap. We’ve included an extra zippered, removable
tablet pouch. The side zippered compartment is set up for all
your admin needs. Behind all that is an open pouch that fits
most compact and mid-sized handguns. Interior features quilted
padded sides to protect your gear from bumps and scratches.
The front of the briefcase has six zippered pockets for easy
accessibility to the items you need most. Comes with a padded
adjustable shoulder strap as well as padded hand carry straps.

+386 51 327 248
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EQUIPMENT BAGS

A

A

PATROL BAG
ITEM #

15-9700

COLORS : Black

Outstanding range or patrol bag featuring a
removable inner bag with wrap-around web
handles, reinforced ends, full length padded,
zippered side pockets with removable dividers,
inside removable/adjustable dividers for custom
configuration and removable/adjustable shell/
magazine loops. Outer bag features full length
center zipper for easy access and one side fulllength zippered pocket with inside MOLLE straps
for attaching your gear pouches and an outside
zippered document pocket, while the other side
has a top zippered pocket, center outside radio
pouch with open pocket behind it and 2 tall flapcovered pouches, one on each end and two
pencil pockets on one end with clear ID window
on top Features an adjustable, removable padded
shoulder strap with non-slip pad and lots of cloth
loop carabiner attachment points around the top
of the bag. Measures 18"L x 13"W x 11"H.

B

RHINO RANGE BAG
ITEM #

15-0054

The range bag you’ve been waiting for! This rugged
bag has it all...double zipper top access panel reveals
an inner removable bag with adjustable inner dividers,
moveable magazine loops and a removable drawstring
dump pouch. It also has webbed carry handles and
end ‘D’ rings for shoulder strap attachment if desired.
With the inner bag removed, we’ve added two padded
open side pockets to the inside main compartment.
The monster size outer bag has two full length padded
side pouches, one with padded divider to hold two
weapons and both side pouches have locking zipper
pulls. The two end zipper pouches are also padded
and one has an outer zippered pocket. Besides the
double stitched hook-n-loop webbed carry handles,
there’s also an adjustable, removable padded shoulder
strap with non-skid panel and a finger grip carry slot
on each end. We’ve provided rubber feet for added
stability. Measures 22"L x 15"W x 10"T.

B
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COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote
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EQUIPMENT BAGS

C

C

TWO-IN-ONE FULL SIZE RANGE BAG
ITEM #

15-7871

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Pink, Purple

Protect your valuable weapons. Removable center carry compartment has
zippered, padded side panels for multiple handgun storage and protection,
adjustable hook-n-loop dividers to personalize your accessories and removable
magazine storage loops. Full-wrap carry handles make it easy to move your
gear to different shooting stations. Outer carry bag has dual zipper top for
easy access and full coverage, flat side zipper pocket, I.D. window, large
outside zippered pocket. Overall 14"L x 9"W x 10"H.

D

RANGE BAG WITH MAT
ITEM #

15-0151

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

This one has it all! The lid fully unzips to reveal a
padded, non-skid platform for cleaning your weapons.
The platform has multiple zippered pockets to hold
your cleaning gear. Inside are attached and removable
pouches and pockets for magazines, ammo and room for
a staple gun to mount your targets. The outside top flap
has adjustable straps to hold your rolled targets. There’s
a full length zippered side pocket for eyes and ears and
other gear with outer rows of PALS webbing for added
pouch attachment. The inner removable bag has 2 side
padded zipper pockets with padded divider to hold two
pistols on each side. Inside are removable elastic loops
and removable wall divider so you can configure the bag
to accommodate ammo and accessories. There’s an
adjustable shoulder strap with sliding pad as well as a
rolled web carry handle. All zipper pulls are lockable and
all sides, top and bottom of the bag are heavily padded
to protect your gear. Measures 21" x 14" x 14".

D NEW

+386 51 327 248
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EQUIPMENT BAGS

A

ADVANCED TACTICAL ATTACHE
ITEM #

15-9028

A

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Perfect for duty or day trips. Large divided
main zipper compartment, multiple pockets of
varied shapes and sizes, hook-n-loop full length
document pocket, side pouches for radio and
water bottle, removable, adjustable shoulder
strap and wrap around handles. Measure 17"L x
3½"W x 10"H.

B NEW

B

MULTI-USE PADDED BAG NEW
ITEM #

15-8926

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Fully padded to protect your valuable optics or
weapons. Can hold a 30 cal. ammo can. Two
quick-release buckles combined with hookn-loop closure for added safety. Adjustable,
removable shoulder strap, universal web
straps on rear so you can attach it to your
vest or pack. Side pocket measure 3"L x
1½"W x 6"H. Main pouch is 10"L x 3"W x 8"H.

C

VOYAGER SHOULDER BAG
ITEM #

15-0061

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Roomy main compartment interior that measures 13½"L x 7½"H x 6"W,
secured by a zipper and flap cover. Main compartment can be accessed
through the exterior flap zipper without opening the flap cover or by pulling
up the flap cover and reaching in. One side of the bag has a small covered
electronics pouch and the other side features a larger accessory pouch
secured by hook-n-loop flap cover. Main compartment flap has a mesh
pocket on the inside and four rows of MOLLE webbing on the outside for
adding universal pouches. Comes with a padded, adjustable shoulder strap.
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C

EQUIPMENT BAGS

D

STANDARD 3-WAY DEPLOYMENT BAG
ITEM #

15-7644

Sewn web carry handle. Rear universal attachment
straps. Removable, adjustable nylon shoulder strap.
Heavy-duty military self-repairing zippers. 2 side zipper
accessory pouches. Main zipper divided compartment.
Front zipper divided compartment. 2 pen holders.
Side-release buckles. Adjustable compression straps.
Lots of webbed attachment points. Measures 11½"L x
5½"W x 6"T.

D

ENLARGED 3-WAY DEPLOYMENT BAG

E

ITEM #

15-8127

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo, Multicam

We’re listening to all our customers who have asked
us for a larger version of our best selling 3-way
deployment bag. We’ve made this one 25% larger so
you can transport more gear. Complete with sewn
web carry handle, rear universal attachment straps,
removable adjustable nylon web shoulder strap.
Heavy duty military nylon coil zippers, 2 side zipper
accessory pouches, main and front zippered divided
compartments, 2 pen holders, side release buckles,
compression straps and lots of webbed attachment
points. Measures 15"L x 6"W x 7½"H.

BLACK

E

O.D.
MULTICAM
COYOTE

ARMY
DIGITAL

WOODLAND
CAMO

F
F

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital,
Woodland Camo, Multicam

RANGE RESPONDER BAG
ITEM #

25-0022

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Multi zippered pockets on front, rear and sides.
Side-pockets have additional zippered pockets
and the main compartment has 2 padded
adjustable dividers. Side pockets have padded
dividers and shell loops in one side. Full wraparound carry handles with adjusting loops to
carry baton, flashlight etc. Adjustable shoulder
strap with non-slip shoulder pad. Measures 17"L
x 13"W x 8"H.

+386 51 327 248
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VOODOO TACTICAL'S ORIGINAL

SCORPION SERIES
A

COMPACT SCORPION RANGE BAG
ITEM #

15-9650

NEW

A NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

This compact version of our Scorpion Range Bag is made of the same
heavy padded nylon construction with “cross-cut” stitching and a single
locking two way zipper that allows easy access to the main compartment
that features a full-length padded open pocket with ID window, two
padded, covered pockets and elastic loops. Removable, adjustable
shoulder strap with sliding shoulder pad and wrap-around carry handle
round out the features of this handy range bag. Measures 16" x 7" x 11".

STANDARD SCORPION RANGE BAG

B

ITEM #

15-9649

Heavily padded nylon construction with “cross-cut” stitching. Double
pull-top zipper with web handle for access to main compartment that
has two full length open-top end pockets. One divided side pocket with
elastic loops. Outside features two padded, covered end pockets, two
full length padded side-zip compartments, one with divided compartment
to hold electronics, pencils, guns, cleaning gear, etc. and outside I.D.
window. Both of these compartments can hold handguns and ammo and
both have lockable zipper pulls. Removable, adjustable, padded shoulder
strap, wrap-around carry handle and textured rubber feet round out the
features of this hefty range bag. Measures 16"L x 10"W x 11"H.

B

C

ENLARGED SCORPION RANGE BAG
ITEM #

15-9651

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

A larger bag to handle all your range needs easily or for those unexpected
trips as a handy travel companion. Double locking zippers with a handy
rubber pull lets you access the cavernous interior that features two hookn-loop end pockets, one full-length open pocket with hook-n-loop closure
and sewn elastic loops. Outside features two massive covered end pockets
and two full-length locking zipper compartments, one with a full-length
open pocket with ID holder and two covered pockets and elastic loops. The
other outside pocket has inside loops and two attached padded pockets for
ears, eyes, cleaning gear, etc. Measures 23" x 15" x 14".
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COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Pink, Purple
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C NEW

EQUIPMENT BAGS

D

D NEW

SCORPION LOAD-OUT BAG NEW
ITEM #

15-9652

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

The enormous interior has a full-length open
pocket with sewn elastic webbing and two fulllength open top end pockets. All zippers are
lockable and each side has a full length exterior
zipper pocket. One has sewn inside loops and
two attached flap-covered pockets, while the
other has two inside flap-covered pockets
and a full-length divided pocket with ID holder.
Removable, adjustable padded shoulder strap,
wrap-around carry handles and textured rubber
feet round out the features of this hefty bag.
Measures 24" x 20" x 16".

E

SCORPION RANGE PACK
ITEM #

15-0158

NEW

E NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

The newest addition to our Scorpion series is a
rugged range pack that offers a lower zippered
compartment with inside movable padded dividers
for boxed ammo, eyes, ears and related gear.
Two open side pockets for water bottles, gloves,
glasses and more. Upper section has a zippered
compartment with inside zipper pocket and clear ID
window. Outside is a vertical zipper access and a
smaller horizontal zippered pocket for music players
with ear bud cord access. Main compartment
has covered dual zipper access and inside padded
laptop compartment and open top document pocket.
There’s a large vertical zippered compartment
for added tablet carry. Mesh covered thick foam
back panel combined with padded mesh backed
adjustable shoulder straps make for all day comfort
carry. We’ve added a zippered phone pouch to one
of the backpack straps for convenience. Addition
side MOLLE webbing and metal ‘D’ ring attachment
points for adding gear. All zippers are reversed for
dust and dirt repelling.
+386 51 327 248
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SHOOTER'S
GEAR

SHOOTER'S GEAR

B

A NEW

TACTICAL DROP LEG RIG

B
A

MESH DROP LEG PLATFORM
ITEM #

20-0129

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Lightweight, breathable and fully adjustable with non-slip rubber backed
thigh strap, quick release belt attachment and three rows of MOLLE
webbing for pouch or holster attachment. Mesh panel measures 13" x 5".

ITEM #

06-7982

Adjustable thigh rig with removable pouches. Center pouch holds 2 pistol
magazines. 1 side pouch is fully expandable for almost any size radio,
multiple long rifle mags or flashbang grenades. Smaller flashbang pouch
has side-release buckle and adjustable straps. Platform can be used with
any Universal pouch or Alice pouch. (Belt and accessories not included.)

C

C

M4/M16 6 MAG DROP LEG SHINGLE
ITEM #

20-9319

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

104
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D

D

DROP LEG PLATFORM WITH ATTACHED M4/M16
DOUBLE MAG POUCH
ITEM #

Allows convenient carry for six 30 round M4/M16 magazines. Quickrelease belt strap with plenty of universal webbing. Adjustable, removable
thigh straps with two rows of non-slip rubber backing and quick-release
buckles. Hook-n-loop pocket for pistol or ammo. One size fits all. Measures
9"L x 2"W x 11"H.

+386 51 327 248

COLORS : Black, O.D.

20-9308

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Woodland Camo, Army Digital

Convenient carry for four 30 round M4/M16 mags. Removable, adjustable
hook-n-loop flap cover allows for open top mag carry or adjust to fit mag
size. Thigh straps with two rows of non-slip rubber backing and quickrelease buckles Hook-n-loop rear pocket for small caliber pistol or ammo.
Measures 6½"L x 3½"W x 8½"H.

SHOOTER'S GEAR

E

BLACK

E

O.D.

ARMY
DIGITAL

COYOTE

EASY-ACCESS DROP LEG PLATFORM
ITEM #

06-9225

F

GAS MASK POUCH

F

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

ITEM #

Two angled belt straps allow easy access to pants pocket or holster. We’ve
added almost 3" to the platform width for more pouch addition. Hook-nloop open top and two non-slip thigh straps with quick-release buckles.
Measures 12"L x ½"W x 10"H.

20-7212

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo

Holds mask, canister, gloves etc. Secured with hook-n-loop flap and
adjustable strap with quick-release buckle. Fully lined. Vertical attachment.
Measures 10"L x 4"W x 6"H.

BACK VIEW

G
H
H
G

DELUXE DROP LEG GAS MASK CARRIER
ITEM #

20-9230

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Optional leg, belt or shoulder carry. Adjustable, removable rubber-backed
leg strap, belt hanger and shoulder strap. Hook-n-loop cover and two side
pouches with lower “D” ring attachment points. Padded and fully soft-lined
interior and inside cover. Leather I.D. patch. (Pistol belt and mask not
included). Measures 9"L x 5"W x 12"H.

DROP LEG GAS MASK HIP PLATFORM
ITEM #

15-8179

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Woodland Camo, Army Digital

Carry your vital gas mask securely and safely. Dual adjustable rubber
backed leg straps and adjustable belt strap that comes with optional
universal attachment strap. Optional side release buckle or hook-n-loop
closure. Inside elastic cinch cord protective cover. Outside universal
straps for added pouches. Metal “D” ring attachments and padded back.
We’ve made it large enough for you to include your rain gear. (Mask not
included). Measures 8½"L x 4"W x 12"H.
+386 51 327 248
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A

B

TACTICAL DROP LEG HOLSTER

A

ITEM #

20-0052

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

OPTION : Left Hand or Right Hand

Used by Special Operations Personnel throughout the world. Made to wear
as a thigh rig and hold any handgun securely, from a .380 to a large .45
auto. Three ways to secure your handgun; hook-n-loop strap, strap with a
snap, strap with an “E” buckle. Magazine holder is mounted to the holster.
All straps are adjustable to custom fit various sized handguns. Holster
is completely adjustable to fit any size body. Field tested to withstand a
combat jump or long swim. No other holsters can compare to this rig! The
platform measures 7½"W x 9"H.

B

DROP LEG DUTY HOLSTER
ITEM #

06-8057

COLORS : Black

OPTION : Left Hand or Right Hand

Fully adjustable with thumb-break safety strap, extra mag pouch and quickrelease buckles (belt and pistol not included). Fits most medium to large
frame pistols. Fits up to a 2½" belt.

E
D

C

C

DROP LEG PLATFORM WITH
REMOVABLE HOLSTER
ITEM #

25-0013

COLORS : Black, Coyote, Army Digital,

Woodland Camo

V O O D O O TA C T I C A L .EU

1000 D NYLON CORDURA® DUTY
GEAR HOLSTER FOR LARGE AUTOS
ITEM #

Fully adjustable padded rig with non-slip
rubber backed leg strap, removable large
frame right-hand holster with attached single
mag pouch and adjustable hammer strap.
Re-position holster on your belt and add any
Universal or Alice pouch to the platform.
(Does not include pistol or pistol belt.)
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D

06-8056
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E

PISTOL LEASH
ITEM #

COLORS : Black

Constructed of lightweight molded, high tenacity, high
performance nylon Cordura that offers an exceptional
strength-to-weight ratio making it resistant to
abrasions, tears and scuffs. Includes an adjustable
hammer strap with thumb-break and an attached
extra mag pouch. Available in right hand only.

06-9158

COLORS : Black, Coyote

Easily attaches between the handgun and
belt or tactical vest. The retractable cable
stretches to accommodate any firing
position. Will also attach to flashlights,
radios, GPS systems, multi-purpose tools
and knives. Made in the USA.

SHOOTER'S GEAR

SHOULDER HOLSTER

F

ITEM #

25-0015

Concealed design with horizontal carry right hand
cross-draw holster with attached spare magazine
carrier. Double mag pouch is attached to the right side
so you’ll never run out of ammo. Fully adjustable belt
loops, harness and pouch. Made of Ballistic Polycloth.
(Accessories not included.) One size fits most.

F

G

COLORS : Black, Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland

Camo

TACTICAL HOLSTER WITH ATTACHED MAG POUCH
ITEM #

25-0029

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

OPTION : Left Hand or Right Hand

Available in Left or Right hand models. Two universal straps on back attach to any
MOLLE system. Fits pistols sized from .380 to 45ACP. Lightweight construction. Your
weapon is secured with a side release buckle system. Measures 5.5"L x 2"W x 7.5"H.

G

H

LARGE FRAME ADJUSTABLE HIP HOLSTER
ITEM #

25-0014

H

COLORS : Black, Coyote, Army Digital, Woodland Camo

Large frame adjustable mount holster with attached mag
pouch with elastic security strap. Right hand only.

I
J NEW
I

BELT SLIDE HOLSTERS
ITEM #

06-8312

COLORS : Black

J

SIZES : 036 - Fits Small To Medium Frame Autos

035 - Fits Medium To Large Frame Autos

Beautiful Black genuine high grade leather holster with removable clip for
wearing inside or outside your waistband. Will work for right or left hand
shooters. There’s a 1¾” belt slot for optional wear. (Gun not included). Size
036 fits small to medium frame autos (.22, .25, .32, .380 and smaller 9mm
) Size 035 fits medium to large frame autos (Glock, Sig, Beretta, S&W).

REMOVABLE HOLSTER
ITEM #

20-0117

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Hook backing lets you mount this holster to any soft hook-n-loop panels.
Holster can be mounted inside your range bags, backpacks, fanny packs,
etc. Adjustable strap accommodates many different hand guns up to and
including Sig P226 size. Measures 7" x 2".

+386 51 327 248
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VOODOO TACTICAL'S

KYDEX
HOLSTERS & MAG POUCHES
KYDEX BELT HOLSTER
COLORS : Black, Coyote, Purple, Pink

PROUDLY
MADE IN THE

USA

BLACK

WEAPON MODEL

ITEM #

OPTION

Glock 17/22/31

06-0120
06-0121
06-0122
06-0123
06-0124
06-0125
06-0126
06-0127
06-0128
06-0129
06-0130
06-0131
06-0132
06-0133
06-0134
06-0135
06-0136
06-0137
06-0138
06-0139
06-0140
06-0141

Right Hand

Glock 17/22/31

Glock 19/23/32

A

Glock 21/20
Glock 21/20
Glock 34/35
Glock 34/35

COYOTE

Sig Sauer 226/220
Sig Sauer 226/220
BACK VIEW

Sig Sauer P229
Sig Sauer P229
Springfield Operator 1911

PURPLE

Springfield Operator 1911
Colt M 1911
Colt M 1911
Beretta 92F
Beretta 92F

PINK

Beretta M9-A1
Beretta M9-A1
AR15
AR15
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OPTION : Left or Right Hand Model

Our holsters are made in the U.S.A.of the highest quality Kydex
and materials with internal tensioning for weapon security. All
holsters have double fixed belt loops that fit belts up to 1¾".

Glock 19/23/32

A NEW

NEW

Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand

SHOOTER'S GEAR

KYDEX DOUBLE MAG POUCH - STRAIGHT DRAW NEW
COLORS : Black, Coyote, Purple, Pink

OPTION : Left or Right Hand Model

Our mag pouches are made in the U.S.A. of the highest quality Kydex and
materials with internal tensioning for security. All pouches have fixed belt
loops that will fit belts up to 1¾".
WEAPON MODEL

ITEM #

OPTION

Glock 9mm/40cal

06-0142
06-0143
06-0148
06-0149
06-0154
06-0155
06-0160
06-0161

Right Hand

Glock 9mm/40cal
Sig Sauer 226
Sig Sauer 226
Colt 1911
Colt 1911

B

Glock 21/20
Glock 21/20

BACK VIEW

Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand

B NEW

Right Hand
Left Hand

C NEW

D NEW

KYDEX DOUBLE MAG POUCH - V-STYLE
COLORS : Black, Coyote, Purple, Pink

NEW

OPTION : Left or Right Hand Model

Our mag pouches are made in the U.S.A. of the highest quality
Kydex and materials with internal tensioning for security. All
pouches have fixed belt loops that will fit belts up to 1¾".
WEAPON MODEL

ITEM #

OPTION

Glock 9mm/40cal

06-0144
06-0145
06-0150
06-0151
06-0156
06-0157
06-0162
06-0163

Right Hand

Glock 9mm/40cal
Sig Sauer 226
Sig Sauer 226
Colt 1911
Colt 1911

C

Glock 21/20
Glock 21/20

Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand

KYDEX DOUBLE MAG POUCH - OFF-SET STYLE
COLORS : Black, Coyote, Purple, Pink

NEW

OPTION : Left or Right Hand Model

Our mag pouches are made in the U.S.A. of the highest quality Kydex and
materials with internal tensioning for security. All pouches have fixed belt
loops that will fit belts up to 1¾".

D

WEAPON MODEL

ITEM #

OPTION

Glock 9mm/40cal

06-0146
06-0147
06-0152
06-0153
06-0158
06-0159

Right Hand

Glock 9mm/40cal
Sig Sauer 226
Sig Sauer 226
Colt 1911
Colt 1911

+386 51 327 248

Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand
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VOODOO RIGGER’S BELTS
A

D

B

C

All Voodoo riggers belts are made in the U.S.A. from 1.75” wide high strength Nylon
webbing. Belts are made extra sturdy as it is intended to hold your sidearm, extra
mags and other equipment you might need in the field. Strong enough to be clipped
into as a safety attachment or emergency evacuation belt while holding all of your
gear. Choose from a single steel pass through buckle with a stitched nylon loop to
further lighten the load or the traditional steel “Delta-Ring”. Looking for something to
lighten the load, try our aluminum quick release buckle and stitched nylon loop belt.
ITEM #

SIZE

COLORS

Black, Coyote

A

Nylon Escape Loop

01-4278

S-M (30”-40”),
L-XL (39”-53”)

B

Metal “D” Ring

01-4279

S-M (30”-40”),
L-XL (39”-53”)

Black, Coyote

C

Nylon Escape Loop &
Quick Release Buckle

01-4280

S-M (30”-40”),
L-XL (39”-53”)

Black, Coyote

LOAD BEARING BELT
ITEM #

20-9301

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

SIZES : Small (36" Belt Size)

Large (44" Belt Size)

Carry your gear with confidence on our versatile load bearing belt. Use your
own tactical belt that slides behind the MOLLE webbed panels or skip a panel
so part of the belt is on the outside offering an attachment point for drop
leg accessories (as shown). Pouches can be added as shown. Comfort mesh
back panel makes all day carry a breeze. NOTE: Tactical belt, drop leg pouch
and added pouch shown are not included.

D

MOLLE
Webbed
Panels

E

PADDED GEAR BELT
ITEM #

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

20-9311

SIZES : Small/Medium (fits waist size 28"-36")

Large/XL (fits waist size 38"-46")

Four rows of webbing, thickly padded, with quick-release buckle and two top zipper
pockets for necessities.

E

G
F
F

UNIVERSAL SYSTEM PADDED BELT
ITEM #

20-7677

COLORS : Black, O.D.,

Coyote

SIZES : Small/Medium (fits waist size 28"-36")

Large/XL (fits waist size 38"-46")

Adjustable Quick-release buckle with 2" heavy nylon webbing for attaching
universal gear.
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G

NYLON B.D.U. BELT
ITEM #

01-4277

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2X, 3X

Heavy weight adjustable nylon belt 1¾" wide with hook and loop closure
that allows 3" - 4" adjustment.

SHOOTER'S GEAR

H

LONG GUN CLEANING KIT
Designed to be there when you need it, our kit has
MOLLE straps on the back so you can attach it to your
shooting mat, vest or pack. Full length zipper exposes
two hook-n-loop flap-covered pockets for oil bottle,
patches, handle, brushes, etc. so you can keep them
organized. Sewn loops will contain your cleaning brush
and rods. Outside front has hook-n-loop area for unit
or ID patch.

I

J

COLORS

Pouch Only

15-0076

Black, O.D., Coyote

I

Complete Kit

15-0072

Black, O.D., Coyote

.223 CLEANING KIT
ITEM #

02-8903

COLORS : Black, O.D.

Everything you need to keep your .223 clean. Each nylon, triple-snap
pouch has a Universal Strap on back to attach to your drag bag,
weapons case or vest. Each pouch contains: Chamber/Bore Brush,
Cleaning Rod, .30 cal Bore brush, Nylon Brush and oil bottle.

J

K NEW

L NEW

L
K

ITEM #

H

AR-15 / M4 GUN CLEANING MAT
ITEM #

02-0330

NEW

COLORS : N/A

Our mats are ideal for use on benches or table tops for cleaning your weapons.
The soft material will not scratch your weapon or mar the table and will prevent
the small parts from rolling off. The printed diagrams and named parts assure that
you’ve left nothing behind when re-assembling your weapon. Measures 36" x 18".

1911 GUN CLEANING MAT
ITEM #

02-0331

NEW

COLORS : N/A

Our mats are ideal for use on benches or table tops for cleaning
your weapons. The soft material will not scratch your weapon or
mar the table and will prevent the small parts from rolling off. The
printed diagrams and named parts assure that you’ve left nothing
behind when re-assembling your weapon. Measures 23" x 13".

+386 51 327 248
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A
A

BUNGEE RIFLE SLING
ITEM #

20-8961

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Allows for easy movement of your
weapon while operating in close quarters.
Adjustable with quick detach clip.

B

B

TACTICAL SLING
ITEM #

20-7723

BLACK

C

3-POINT RIFLE SLING
ITEM #

20-9246

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Easily adjustable for multi-weapon fit. 1½" rugged
webbing. Quick-Release buckle for rapid removal.

112
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C

COYOTE

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Used by law enforcement tactical
units who praise its multi-use
functionality. Our fully adjustable sling
enables the user to easily transition
shooting positions, swing the weapon
out of the way for easy access to
sidearm, or if needed, completely
disconnect or re-lock the weapon to
the sling. Constructed of 1¼” wide
military grade nylon webbing.

SHOOTER'S GEAR

D NEW

D

424 LONG RIFLE SLING
ITEM #

20-0125

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

This sturdy two-point rifle sling is meant for long rifles like the
Remingtion 700 and similar sized rifles. Attaches to most sling swivels.
This 3 bungie sling will aid when snapping in or transitioning to your side
arm. It also has a quick release to give you a longer sling as you need it.
Measures approx 52" when fully extended. Overall measures 42".

E NEW

E

424 CARBINE SLING
ITEM #

20-0126

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

This sling is similar in all respects to our 424 rifle sling but is designed
for lighter rifles such as the M4/M16 family. This sling has 2 bungies
and is also fully adjustable. Overall measures 54".

F

ONE POINT SLING
ITEM #

F

20-0075

COLORS : Black

Lightweight fully adjustable nylon sling for maximum durability. Adjusts to
wear over body armor and has a spring-loaded metal attachment buckle
and ¼" dual bungees. For right or left hand shooters. Bartacking and
boxstitching for maximum strength. Made in the USA.

+386 51 327 248
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A

DELUXE SCOPE GUARD WITH POCKETS

A

ITEM #

06-8925

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Protect your valuable scope with our padded scope
guard with carry handle, inside data windows and four
outside zipper pockets for all your scope gear. Measures
24"L x 11"W (opened).

C
B

B

DELUXE RIFLE COVER
ITEM #

20-9072

C

2 PIECE HARD BOTTOM RIFLE GUIDES
ITEM #

COLORS : Black, O.D.

20-9309

Keep the Sun off your sniper rifle when not in use with our adjustable
Deluxe “VOODOO SKIN” Rifle Cover. Hook-n-loop butt stock end cap is
adjustable, as is the padded nose cone cover. 4 adjustable web straps with
side-release buckles keep the cover secure.

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Our newly designed square rifle guides have a rigid base that offers a
steady platform for that important shot. Strap the rigid base to your pack
or bag and position the elongated padded blocks with cushioned channel to
protect your rifle, anywhere on the hook-n-loop base. Measures 7¼" x 7¼".

D

F

E
D

SNIPER BEAN BAG
ITEM #

20-0068

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

V O O D O O TA C T I C A L .EU

RIFLE BEAN BAG
ITEM #

Our newest style bean bag was designed by a
sniper with a ‘V’ design to fit under the fore
stock or muzzle of your weapon. Comes with
a sewn loop for attaching to your vest or
pack with cord or carabiner. A compact and
functional piece of gear that goes anywhere
you do. Hook-n-loop opening on one side
allows the bag to be filled to the shooter’s
desired firmness. Measures 5"L x 4"W x 4"H.
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E
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20-0069

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our new bean bag is designed to be placed
under the butt stock of the weapon or under
the barrel for shooting over roof or fence
ledges allowing firm support between two hard
surfaces; the barrel and the barrier. Three web
straps (2 side and 1 top) can be slid over the
barrel or can serve as an attachment point to
your gear with cord or carabiner for quick, easy
storage. Measures 6¼"H x 3¾" Dia.

F

SHOOTER’S BEAN BAGS
ITEM #

20-9256

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army

Digital

Never miss a shot with our two cube
beanbags that enable a variety of steady
shooting positions. Hook-n-loop panels on the
sides of both cubes allow for a rapid change
of height adjustment for that all important
shot. Our light weight beanbags cradle your
weapon and will never get separated, as they
are joined with a webstrap that also makes
them easier to carry or attach to your pack.

SHOOTER'S GEAR

G
H
H
G

MARKSMAN DATA BOOK
ITEM #

12-8208

COLORS : Black Cover

Hardcover spiral data book designed for the experienced shooter or
sniper. Crammed with important information, tips and charts with areas
for your notes and personal shooting records. Features formulas for
scope adjustments, windage, elevation, temperature conversions with
pages for static marksmanship and moving targets. 66 pages. Fits into
your range bag. Measures 5½" x 8½".

MARKSMAN DATA BOOK POUCH
ITEM #

20-9324

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

A “Must Have” to use with our shooter’s mats. Designed to hold your data
book (not included) at the open without falling back or blowing forward.
Features a pull out zippered pocket to carry your calculator, wind meter,
etc., that folds and stores inside. Elastic band keeps pages from falling
forward. Elastic side straps keeps pouch open. A Hook-n-loop tab on back
attaches to shooter’s mat and supports upper section. Universal straps
and hook-n-loop patch to attach to shooting mat, drag bag, weapons case
or backpack. Measures 10½"L x 2½"W x 7½"H.

I

J

Data Chart

Holds (9)
.308 Rounds

I

OPERATIONAL DATA BOOK
ITEM #

12-8529

COLORS : White Cover

Hardcover spiral data book. Important suspect/hostage incident charts
information, purpose and recording of rifle data. 84 pages. Fits into your
BDU wallet. Measures 4" x 5".

J

.308 WRIST POUCH
ITEM #

20-9020

COLORS : Black

Elastic sleeve has loops that keep 9 rounds of .308 snugly and handy.
Hook-n-loop flap-covered windows have double layers to prevent
perspiration from destroying your data charts.

+386 51 327 248
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A

BLACK

A

PREMIUM DELUXE SHOOTER’S MAT
ITEM #

15-9334

O.D.

Wear, carry or drag this unique combination of Rifle Case and Drag Bag that easily and quickly
unfolds into our most advanced sniper’s Shooter’s Mat. Designed by Military and Law Enforcement
snipers to encompass every need they’ve ever encountered in a shooting mat. Rugged ballistic
pack cloth construction designed to carry large weapons, (48" interior length). Features reinforced
stress points, closed cell foam padding, silent zipper pulls on every military grade nylon selfrepairing zipper, hide-away removable shoulder harness, scope pouch, binocular pouch, cleaning rod
pouch, muzzle blast mat, double weapon securing straps and lots of hook-n-loop inside panels for
custom placement of ammo pouch, operation data book, etc. Measures 51½"L x 2½"W x 13"H.

COYOTE

ARMY
DIGITAL

B

LIGHTWEIGHT SHOOTERS MAT
ITEM #

20-0127

NEW

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Weighing less than 5 pounds, our mat is perfect for rapid
mobility and features two layers of rugged pack cloth
that’s diagonally stitched to prevent any fabric movement.
Folds in thirds and rolls up to a compact 17" x 6" size
and is secured with two adjustable web straps with siderelease buckles. There’s also a handy web carry strap.
Opens to a full Measures 59" x 48".

B NEW
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COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital
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SHOOTER'S GEAR

C

C

ADVANCED SHOOTER’S MAT
ITEM #

20-0004

Fold Out Side Wings
Accommodate Left or
Right Hand Shooters

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Our Advanced Shooter’s Mat provides padded protection with fold-out
elbow wings and optional use side wings. Includes a zippered sewn-in data
book pocket with pen holder, several rows of MOLLE for ambidextrous use
of ammo pouches with quick access. The mat has non skid material in the
elbow area so it doesn’t shift and your elbows stay in place. Easy roll-up with
adjustable straps with quick release buckles. Extra end “E” buckles to attach
to your pack. Measures 72" x 48" at the widest point. Rolls up to 10" x 20".

D

D

ROLL UP SHOOTER’S MAT
ITEM #

06-8406

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Lightweight padded protection with fold-out elbow wings and easy roll-up. Includes sewnin data book pocket with pen holder, removable tool pouch, ammo pouch and bullet slots for
easy, quick access. Adjustable straps with quick release buckles. Extra male end “E” buckles to
attach to your pack. Measures 69" x 48" at the widest point. Rolls up to a compact 8" x 20".
+386 51 327 248
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MEDICAL TEAM SERIES

B

A

A

B

EMT POUCH
ITEM #

15-9584

15-0023

COLORS : Red

Two way zippers with silent cord zipper pulls. Inside pocket, assorted
size elastic hold-down straps for gauze rolls, field bandages etc. Metal
drain grommet. Measures 5"L x 2½"W x 7"H.

C

ITEM #

COLORS : Red

Modular first aid pouch with outside zipper pocket, top zippered main
compartment with inside elastic loops and open top pocket for medical
gear. Front hook-n-loop area for blood type or unit tag. Measures 7"L x
1½"W x 6"H.

C

RIP-AWAY MEDIC POUCH

15-0022

TACTICAL FIRST AID POUCH
ITEM #

COLORS : Red

The Rip-Away pouch has inside storage like our EMT pouch and an added zippered
exterior compartment. The pouch has rear molle attachments on a rigid backing for
mounting to your bag, vest or pack but the pouch itself is backed with hook-n-loop
making it completely detachable from the mount. Measures 6 ¾"L x 3 ¼"W x 7 ½"H.

E

D

Inner
Pouch
Spiral
Elastic Cable

D

DROP LEG FIRST AID POUCH
ITEM #

15-0020

V O O D O O TA C T I C A L .EU

INDIVIDUAL FIRST AID KIT - IFAK
ITEM #

15-0021

COLORS : Red

Adjustable quick release belt strap. Full zip first aid pouch for rapid field
medical response with lots of inside sewn loops to hold your medical
gear. Adjustable thigh straps with non-slip backing for a secure fit.
Metal drain hole. Measures 7"L x 3"W x 7"H.
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COLORS : Red

The IFAK pouch (when filled) will improve the individual soldier’s ability
to provide self or buddy aid in combat. The IFAK is really two pouches in
one and the inner pouch is connected by a spiral elastic cable. The inner
pouch has elastic loops for gauze, medical items, storage and folds
closed with hook-n-loop. Measures 5½"L x 3"W x 7"H.

MEDICAL TEAM SERIES

F

G

F

ENLARGED EMT POUCH
ITEM #

15-9795

G

COLORS : Red

Enlarged to handle added gear. 2-way zippers with silent cord zipper
pulls. Inside pocket and elastic hold-down webbing. Outside universal
webbing to attach accessory pouches. Metal drain grommet. Measures
6¾"L x 3½"W x 9"H.

MARINE STYLE EMT POUCH
ITEM #

15-9585

COLORS : Red

Universal compatible. Holds all your medical supplies. Measures 6"L x
2"W x 9"H.

I

H
H

I

UTILITY POUCH
ITEM #

15-9592

SURGICAL POUCH
ITEM #

15-9589

COLORS : Red

Inside flaps with sewn loops hold and protects instruments. Inside
pocket for sutures, scalpel blades etc. Heavy pack cloth. Measures
7½"L x 1"W x 4"H.

Fully covered two-way zipper with silent cord zipper pulls. Metal drain
grommet. Measures 8½"L x 3½"W x 4½"H.

J

ROUNDED UTILITY POUCH
ITEM #

20-0122

J NEW

COLORS : Red

NEW

COLORS : Red

Two way zippers with cord silent zipper pulls offer easy and complete
interior access. Rear MOLLE attachment straps for wear on your
belt, vest or pack. Front rows of MOLLE webbing for additional pouch
attachment. Measures 10” x 5” x 5”.

+386 51 327 248
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A

MEDICAL FANNY PACK
ITEM #

15-0147

NEW

A NEW

COLORS : Red

Keep your gloves, tape, wraps, bandages and instruments at the ready. The roomy
interior pocket has elastic loops and lots of space for additional storage. Two side
zipper belt pouches are ideal for smaller item or personal gear. Ambidextrous top
pocket provides rapid access to your shears. Adjustable nylon web waistband fits
most. Front MOLLE webbing for added pouch attachment. Measures 9" x 6" x 4".

C
B

B

C

MEDICAL SUPPLY BAG
ITEM #

15-9586

15-9587

COLORS : Red

Designed to carry a wide variety of medical and first aid items with
three fold out compartments with zippered closure. Measures 9½"L x
4"W x 11"H.

LEVEL III ASSAULT PACK
ITEM #

15-9588

Complete with sewn web carry handle, rear universal attachment straps,
removable adjustable nylon web shoulder strap. Measures 15"L x 6"W x 7½"H.

V O O D O O TA C T I C A L .EU

E

DELUXE PROFESSIONAL SPECIAL OPS FIELD
MEDICAL PACK LITE
ITEM #

COLORS : Red

15-0148

Rugged nylon construction. Heavy duty non-rusting zippers. Hydration
system adaptable, “D” ring attachments, molded back panel, extra wide
detachable adjustable shoulder harness, adjustable waist belt, straps for
adding universal or Alice clip pouches. Measures 10"L x10"W x18"H.
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COLORS : Red

E NEW

D

D

ENLARGED 3-WAY DEPLOYMENT BAG
ITEM #

+386 51 327 248

NEW

COLORS : Red

We’ve created a slimmed down version of our heavy-duty field medical pack
with many of the same panel loading systems that lay out flat for easy
access and quick response. Clear inside pockets allow for rapid location of
items while lots of web loops, pouches and straps are available for custom
placement of your supplies and instruments. Measures 15" x 8" x 20".

MEDICAL TEAM SERIES

F

FIELD MEDICAL PACK
ITEM #

15-9590

F

G

MOUNTAIN RESCUE FIRST AID PACK NEW
ITEM #

15-7706

COLORS : Red

A panel loading pack designed to meet the demands of
mountain rescue professionals. Built with rugged pack
cloth for strength and abrasion resistance. Custom
designed so all panels layout flat for easy access and
quick response. Pockets, pouches and straps galore
for custom placement of supplies and instruments.
Two removable carry bags for airways, tubes, masks,
and resuscitation kits. The most comprehensive
rescue response pack we’ve seen. Custom padded
comfort back, contoured, padded, adjustable shoulder
straps, padded, adjustable waist belt, top and side
compression straps, with carry handles, side strap
storage pouches, bottom attachment loops for
bedding or bags, metal drain holes, Hook-n-loop panel
for department I.D. patch and clear personal I.D.
panel. Measures 13"L x 8"W x 21"H.

G NEW

COLORS : Red

Our modular medic pack features a main pack and a
removable accessory pack with waist belt that can be used
as a separate EMT waist or fanny pack. The main pack is
hydration compatible with right or left side covered hosed
exit ports. It has an added outside pouch with double
buckle adjustable closure, and side MOLLE webbing for
adding additional; medic pouches. It features a grab/rescue
handle and padded, adjustable shoulder straps with sliding,
adjustable chest strap and metal ‘D’ ring attachments. Main
pack measures 12" x 13" x 17½". The accessory pack has
a large main compartment with inside divided mesh pocket,
attached front zipper pocket with hook-n-loop patch for
ID insignia, MOLLE webbing in front and on sides, two top
compression straps and two side zipper pockets. Measures
18" x 9" x 7".

+386 51 327 248
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A

A

UNIVERSAL SURGICAL KIT COMPLETE
ITEM #

10-7688

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

U.S. Military field style. All New components. Scissors, probe, sutures,
scalpel, hemostat, pen light, tweezers, alcohol pads and ointment. Packed in
G.I. Style universal pack cloth. Measures 7"L x 5"W x 2½"H.

TACTICAL TRAUMA KIT

B

B

ITEM #

10-8858

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

Full-zip pouch provides easy access to all essential items. Pouch
has universal straps and can be attached to your vest, pack or belt.
Measures 8" x 6" x 3.5".
I N CL UDES

1
1
2
2
4
4
1
2

C

QUIKCLOT ACS+™
ITEM #

10-8886

C
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10-8887
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1 Scissors
1 Eye Pad
10 Pain Relievers
1 Triangular Bandage
4 Burn/First Aid Cream
1 First Aid Instructions
2 Benzalkonium Chloride Wipes

QUIKCLOT 1 ST RESPONSE™
ITEM #

COLORS : N/A

When time is critical, rip open a packet of
QuikClot ACS+™, pack the self-contained sponge
into the wound and the bleeding stops rapidly. The
sponge can be packed to conform to the shape of
the wound and is easily removed in the hospital.
Each package of QuikClot ACS+™ contains one
3.5-ounce (100g) hemostatic sponge.

124

D

Pressure Bandage
2” Elastic Bandage
Plasti-Pore Tape Rolls
4” x 4” Sterile Sponges
Alcohol Wipes
5” x 9” Abdominal Pads
Pair Latex Gloves
Clean Wipes

COLORS : N/A

QuikClot 1st Response™ is the latest for
first responders developed for the military,
packaged for convenient use to help save lives.
Re-engineered to remain cooler on contact.
It has a greatly reduced exothermic reaction,
with maximum temperatures in vivo typically
at 105º F. Contains five individually packaged
.875-ounce (25g) hemostatic sponges.

D

MEDICAL TEAM SERIES
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C

ompact durable kits containing the essential items needed to stop life-threatening bleeding.
Pocket sized vacuum sealed first aid supplies for the emergency (self) treatment of gunshot/
stab wounds and other trauma. Each pack includes QuikClot® wound dressing.

BASIC

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

ITEM # 10-9111

ITEM # 10-9112

ITEM # 10-9113

CON T EN T S

CONTENTS

Wound Packing Gauze

25g QuikClot® 1st Response™

4” x 4” Gauze
5” x 9” ABD Pad
4” x 4yd Roll Bandage
Triangular Bandage
Two 4” x 3” Sponges
Adhesive Tape
Non-Latex Gloves

CONTENTS

Wound Packing Gauze

QuikClot® Emergency Dressing™

Two 4” x 4” Gauze
Tourniquet
5” x 9” ABD Pad
4” x 4yd Roll Bandage
Two 4” x 3” Sponges
Adhesive Tape
Triangular Bandage
Non-Latex Gloves

Wound Packing Gauze
QuikClot® Combat Gauze
Two 4” X 4” Gauze
Tourniquet
Chest Seal
Compression Bandage
Nasopharyngeal Airway
with Lubricant
5” X 9” ABD Pad
Two 4” x 3” Sponges
4” x 4yd Roll Bandage
Adhesive Tape
Trauma Shears
Triangular Bandage
Non-Latex Gloves
+386 51 327 248
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ACCESSORIES

VOODOO TACTICAL

FLASHLIGHTS
F

ield tested and approved by our tactical/law enforcement professional team for dependability
and durability. Our unique design flashlights are constructed of rugged aerospace aluminum
alloy with military level anodized bodies with the latest lighting technology; LED chipset with
America CREE Q3 and Q5 with up to 100,000 hours. Voodoo Tactical flashlights offer five modes
requested by many tactical field units that include: ultra bright spotlight, regular spotlight, low
spotlight, strobe, and SOS. All Voodoo Tactical flashlights come boxed and include rechargeable
Lithium battery and battery charger.
A

A

‘MOJO’ LED FLASHLIGHT
ITEM #

05-0043A

18650 SINGLE BATTERY
CHARGER - WALL MOUNT

(1) 18650 LITHIUM BATTERY

B

‘JUJU’ LED FLASHLIGHT
ITEM #

05-0043B

COLORS : Black

Max Output

High: 235 lumens

Med: 180 lumens

Low: 80 lumens

Runtime

High: 3 hrs

Med: 4 hrs

Low: 20 hrs

Extreme Range

1,969 feet (600 meters)

Switch

Tailcap

Battery

(1) 18650 Lithium or (2) CR123 Lithium

Length

7"L x 1¾" Dia.

Weight

.45 lbs. excluding battery

B

COLORS : Black

Max Output

High: 235 lumens

Med: 180 lumens

Low: 80 lumens

Runtime

High: 6 hrs

Med: 8 hrs

Low: 40 hrs

Extreme Range

1,969 feet (600 meters)

Switch

Tailcap

Battery

(2) 18650 Lithium or (4) CR123 Lithium

Length

10"L x 2½" Dia.

Weight

.55 lbs. excluding battery
(2) 18650 LITHIUM BATTERY
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18650 SINGLE BATTERY
CHARGER - WALL MOUNT

ACCESSORIES

C

‘MAMBA’ LED FLASHLIGHT
ITEM #

05-0044

C

COLORS : Black

Max Output

High: 225 lumens

Med: 180 lumens

Low: 80 lumens

Runtime

High: 3 hrs

Med: 4 hrs

Low: 20 hrs

Extreme Range

1,476 feet (450 meters)

Switch

Tailcap and Pressure Switch

Battery

(1) 18650 Lithium or (2) CR123 Lithium

Length

6½"L x 1¾" Dia.

Weight

.41 lbs. excluding battery

18650 SINGLE BATTERY
CHARGER - WALL MOUNT

(1) 18650 LITHIUM BATTERY
PRESSURE SWITCH

RIFLE MOUNT

‘THRESHER’ LED FLASHLIGHT

D

D

ITEM #

05-0045

CAR CHARGER

(1) 18650 LITHIUM BATTERY

E

‘MAKO’ LED FLASHLIGHT
ITEM #

05-0047

COLORS : Black

Max Output

High: 235 lumens

Med: 180 lumens

Low: 80 lumens

Runtime

High: 3 hrs

Med: 4 hrs

Low: 20 hrs

Extreme Range

1,640 feet (500 meters)

Switch

Click Type Middle Cap Switch

Battery

(1) 18650 Lithium or (2) CR123 Lithium

Length

6¾"L x 1½" Dia.

Weight

.41 lbs. excluding battery

E

COLORS : Black

Max Output

High: 350 lumens

Low: 280 lumens

Runtime

High: 1 hrs

Low: 1.5 hrs

Feature

Water resistant up to 65.6 feet (20 meters)

Extreme Range

1,312.3 feet (400 meters)

Switch

Tailcap

Battery

(1) 18650 Lithium

Length

5”L x 1¼” Dia.

Weight

.18 lbs. excluding battery

(1) 18650 LITHIUM BATTERY
+386 51 327 248

18650 SINGLE BATTERY
CHARGER - WALL MOUNT
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A

K-40 HIGH POWER FLASHLIGHT
ITEM #

COLORS : Black

05-0110

A NEW

B

The K-40 flashlight has six versatile modes of output that are easily
accessible by simply rotating the completely silent ring. The streamlined
aircraft grade aluminum body offers tactical knurling for a firm grip along
with a stainless steel strike bezel. The ultra-clear tempered glass lens
has anti-reflective coating and is combined with a smooth reflector for
maximum light output. There are two springs on the head and tail cap for
shock damping and it is impact resistant to 1.2 meters. Includes a rugged
reinforced Nylon case with hook-n-loop vest or waist strap, replacement ‘O’
rings, tail cap and adjustable neck/wrist strap with metal clip.
Max Output

High: 1147 lumens

Med: 366 lumens

Low: 0.5 lumens

Runtime

High: 2 hrs

Med: 9 hrs

Low: 2000 hrs

Feature

Waterproof up to 2 meters

Extreme Range

2,297 feet (700 meters)

Switch

Tailcap

Battery

(3) 18650 Lithium (not included)

Length

7¼"L x 2¾" Dia.

Weight

1.10 lbs. excluding battery

‘AMBUSH’ LED FLASHLIGHT
ITEM #

05-0046

COLORS : Black

Max Output

High: 245 lumens

Med: 180 lumens

Low: 80 lumens

Runtime

High: 2.5 hrs

Med: 4 hrs

Low: 20 hrs

Extreme Range

1,476 feet (450 Meters)

Switch

Tailcap and Pressure Switch

Battery

(1) 18650 Lithium or (2) CR123 Lithium

Length

7"L x 1½" Dia.

Weight

.42 lbs (167 grams) excluding battery

B

PRESSURE SWITCH

C

C

18650 LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES

V O O D O O TA C T I C A L .EU

RIFLE MOUNT

(1) 18650 LITHIUM BATTERY

18650 SINGLE BATTERY
CHARGER - WALL MOUNT

D

R E CHA RGEA BLE BATTERIES
ITEM #
3.7v 2200 mAh. The 18650 Lithium batteries have a 10
05-0048 year storage life and are rechargeable up to 300 times.
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D

CR123 LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES

R E CH A R G EA B L E BATTE R I ES
3.7v 1200 mAh. The CR123 Lithium batteries have a 10
05-0049 year storage life and are rechargeable up to 300 times.
ITEM #

ACCESSORIES

E NEW

E

VOODOO TACTICAL GOGGLE SET

NEW

A N S I Z 87.1/ S E N 16 6 - F CE A P P R OV E D
ITEM #

02-0244

COLORS : Black, Coyote

Complete with anti-scratch, anti-fog, UV 400 polycarbonate
interchangeable lenses in G15, Yellow and Clear. Upper and lower
vents for non-fogging. Foam face padding for comfort and adjustable
non-slip elastic headband which will fit head or helmet. Comes with a
protective cover. Box measures 7¾" x 4" x 4".

F NEW
F

BALLISTIC RESISTANT GOGGLE SET

NEW

ANS I Z 87.1/ SEN166- FCE A PPROVED
ITEM #

02-0302

COLORS : Black, Coyote

Built to military standard specs with anti-scratch, anti-fog,
UV 400 dual pane polycarbonate interchangeable lenses in
G15, Yellow and Clear. Upper and lower vents for non-fogging.
Foam face padding for comfort and adjustable non-slip
elastic headband which will fit head or helmet. Comes with a
protective cloth pouch. Box measures 7¾" x 4" x 4".

DISCLAIMER: Unless otherwise specified, our goggles and glasses are designed to protect against sun wind and dust particles, no other protection is implied or guaranteed. Make sure
you choose your eye protection carefully. Check the manufactures specifications before you purchase to insure you are getting the proper level of protection. Only use eye protection
that is rated and guaranteed to provide the level of protection you require. Make this important purchase through a reputable , established supplier. Choose your eyewear with care.
+386 51 327 248
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ACCESSORIES

STEALTH GOGGLES

A

ITEM #

02-5793

A

COLORS : Black Frame

Foam face cushion. Fully adjustable 1" wide
elastic headband. Black frame is made of
formed rubber and conforms easily. Smoked
color plastic lenses are UV treated. Lower vent
slots eliminate fogging.

B
B

B

THE PARATROOPER GOGGLE SET
ITEM #

02-8809

COLORS : Black Frame

Extra wide field of vision with multi lens package. Easy to
change lenses for light and weather conditions. Comfort
wear padding and ergonomic design makes these a favorite.
Individually boxed with G-15, Clear and Yellow lenses.

C

THE SHIELD
ITEM #

02-8833

C

COLORS : Black Frame

One piece lens in our sport design frame that’s comfortable
to wear even with a helmet. Durable foam seals and anti-fog
technology will keep you comfortable and well protected from
wind, blowing sand and intense sun. And, its aerodynamic design
makes them ideal for motorcyclist’s. G-15 lens with Black frame.
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ACCESSORIES

D

D

BLACK FRAME/
G-15 LENS

GREEN DIGITAL FRAME/
G-15 LENS

D

THE GRUNT
ITEM #

02-8831
ARMY DIGITAL FRAME/
G-15 LENS

E

FLEX FRAME GOGGLE
ITEM #

02-8828

E

COLORS : Black Frame/G-15 Lens, Army Digital Frame/G-15 Lens,
Green Digital Frame/G-15 Lens

Adopted by the Armed Forces as an integral part of their desert gear.
The one piece lens offers an unobstructed field of view while the wide
adjustable headband offers comfort, even under a helmet. Serious
eyewear for demanding environments. G-15 lenses with your choice of
Black, Army Digital or MARPAT (Green Digital) frames.

G-15
LENS

COLORS : Black Frame/G-15 Lens, Black Frame/
Yellow Lens

Our Flex Frames offer the most amazing eye protection
for any rugged outdoor activity. A favorite of both our
Military and cyclists everywhere who appreciate the
ergonomic design and outstanding protection from
those nasty outdoor elements. The yellow lenses truly
enhance your view and are favored for both night
driving and shooting.

E

YELLOW
LENS

DISCLAIMER: Unless otherwise specified, our goggles and glasses are designed to protect against sun wind and dust particles, no other protection is implied or guaranteed. Make sure
you choose your eye protection carefully. Check the manufactures specifications before you purchase to insure you are getting the proper level of protection. Only use eye protection
that is rated and guaranteed to provide the level of protection you require. Make this important purchase through a reputable , established supplier. Choose your eyewear with care.
+386 51 327 248
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ACCESSORIES
BLACK FRAME/
YELLOW SHOOETER'S LENS

A

BLACK FRAME/
CLEAR LENS

BLACK FRAME/
G-15 LENS

O.D. FRAME/
G-15 LENS

A

SPORTAC GOGGLE GLASSES
ITEM #

02-8832

COLORS : Black Frame/G-15 Lens, Black Frame/Yellow Shooter's Lens, Black

COYOTE FRAME/
YELLOW SHOOETER'S LENS

ARMY DIGITAL FRAME/
G-15 LENS

Frame/Clear Lens, O.D. Frame/G-15 Lens, Coyote Frame/Yellow Shooter's
Lens, Army Digital Frame/G-15 Lens, Green Digital Frame/G-15 Lens

Used by our troops the world over, our Sportac Goggles also offer incredible
civilian outdoor protection for a wide variety of activities. Nearly indestructible
polycarbonate lenses coupled with ultra durable frames with comfort face
seals create a goggle designed for the outdoorsman. Lenses are also anti-fog
and have UV 400 protection.

B

GREEN DIGITAL FRAME/
G-15 LENS

B

VENTED SUNGLASSES
ITEM #

02-8829

COLORS : Black Frame

Timeless design and amazingly durable eye protection
in an ultra light style goggle. Vented frames for added
comfort and secure grip. High performance protection.
G-15 lens with Black frames.

C

FOLDING SUNGLASSES
ITEM #

02-8830

C

COLORS : Black Frame

The handiest goggles for maximum eye protection no
matter what the environment. The sleek, unique design
lets you fold them up and stow in your pocket or pack.
Popular on the trail or in the desert. G-15 lens with Black
folding frames.

Fold Them
Up For Easy
Storage

DISCLAIMER: Unless otherwise specified, our goggles and glasses are designed to protect against sun wind and dust particles, no other protection is implied or guaranteed. Make sure
you choose your eye protection carefully. Check the manufactures specifications before you purchase to insure you are getting the proper level of protection. Only use eye protection
that is rated and guaranteed to provide the level of protection you require. Make this important purchase through a reputable , established supplier. Choose your eyewear with care.
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ACCESSORIES

D NEW

SHOOTING GLASSES

D

NEW

A N S I Z 87.1 A P P R OV E D
ITEM #

02-0313

COLORS : Black, Yellow, Clear

Our low cost, high quality shooting glasses meet ANSI Z87+
impact standards making them perfect for shooters everywhere.
The anti-fog, anti-scratch polycarbonate lenses reduce glare and
increase sharpness for increased accuracy. Flexible, aggressive
styling provides a low profile and wide field of view. The wrap
around polycarbonate frame reduces weight and increases
comfort with molded nosepiece and slip-resistant temples. They
fit the needs of shooters, hunters and outdoor enthusiasts.

E

TACTICAL GLASSES WITH EXTRA LENS
ITEM #

02-8838

LENS COLORS : G15, Yellow Shooters Lens, Clear

Tactical glasses that come with easy to change clear,
yellow or G-15 lens for varying light and weather
conditions. Packed in a zippered attachable case with clip
and includes the lenses, microfiber drawstring pouch that
doubles as a lens cleaner, removable fixed temples and
optional adjustable elastic headband. Black frame.

E

F

F

VOODOO MILITARY GLASSES
ITEM #

02-8598

COLORS : Black Frame/G-15 Lens, Black Frame/Yellow Shooter's Lens, Black Frame/Clear Lens, Army Digital Frame/G-15
Lens, Green Digital Frame/G-15 Lens

Built tough with high-impact appeal. Our New Army Digital
Matte aerodynamic Camouflage frame houses G-15 shatterproof
polycarbonate lenses with UV400 filter for maximum UV
protection. Scratch resistant coating added. Offers perfect eye
protection for shooters, hunters or outdoor enthusiasts.
+386 51 327 248
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ACCESSORIES

A

A

“LIBERATOR” SHOOTER’S GLOVES
ITEM #

20-9873

COLORS : Black

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Leather palm with digital leather palm patch for extra grip
and sponge padding for extra shock protection. Spandex
nylon back for superior grip in wet OPS, dries quickly.
Leather trigger finger and reinforced thumb. Hook-n-loop
wrist closure tab.

BLACK

O.D.

COYOTE

FOLIAGE

C

B
B

VOODOO “INTRUDER” GLOVES
ITEM #

20-9079

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Foliage

C
SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Soft, tactile leather fingers with sure-grip palm surface for nonskid performance. Back of palm and fingers have leather padding for
additional protection. 3” wide hook-n-loop wrist closure with added 1½"
wide “wrap-strap” for added security. Reinforced at all high-wear areas.
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VOODOO “PHANTOM” GLOVES
ITEM #

20-9078

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Designed for combat applications with injection molded thermoplastic
knuckle protectors, padded palm area and padded backs of fingers.
Reinforced leather in high-wear areas. Soft, tactile leather palm and
fingers with reinforced trigger finger tip. Gathered wrist with 1½" hookn-loop “wrap-strap” for secure fit.

ACCESSORIES

D

D

E
E

“BONES” GLOVES
ITEM #

20-0076

20-9120

COLORS : White/Black, Gray/Black, Orange/Black

Voodoo’s own ‘Bones’ gloves with that fantastic fit! Soft Amara palms
with Spandex back and elastic hook-n-loop wrist strap. Available in White
‘Bones on Black Glove, Orange ‘Bones’ on Black Glove and Grey ‘Bones’ on
Black Glove. One size fits most.

F

VOODOO “CROSSFIRE” GLOVES
ITEM #

G

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote,
Foliage, Army Digital

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Our original all-purpose tactical gloves are constructed of soft, pliable
Amara synthetic leather palm and fingers with four-way spandex nylon
back that provides superior grip during wet ops and dries quickly.
Crossfire gloves feature a padded protection palm, over wrapped finger
tips, reinforced thumb and elastic wrist with hook-n-loop closure tab.

RAPID RAPPEL GLOVES
Designed for Tactical Ops with shock-absorbing
pads on the back and fingers. Rugged cowhide with
reinforced palm, thumb and fingers for rapid rappel.
Elastic wrist with adjustable hook-n-loop strap for
secure fit. Available in half finger or full finger styles.
ITEM #

COLORS

SIZE

F

Half Finger

06-8185

Black

M, L, XL

G

Full Finger

06-8186

Black

M, L, XL

+386 51 327 248
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ACCESSORIES

A

B
A

GORE-TEX COLD WEATHER GLOVES
ITEM #

COLORS : Black, Coyote, Brown

20-0077

SIZES : M/L, XL/2XL

B

Cold weather tactical gloves using the Flexor pattern design with soft cowhide
shell with breathable Gore-Tex insulation to keep the wind chill out and the
heat in. The soft fleece lining keeps your hands toasty. Features tucked joints
on fingers and thumbs, stitched, reinforced padded backs, double leather
reinforced palm and thumb and elastic wrist to keep the cold out.

20-7422

01-6635

SIZES : 8, 9, 10, 11, 12

D

COLORS : Black

THE “EDGE” VOODOO SHOOTER’S GLOVES

D

NEOPRENE POLICE SEARCH GLOVES
ITEM #

COLORS : Black, Sage Green, Sand

Made to exacting government specs of U.S. Nomex® fireproof
fabric and sheepskin leather. Available in sizes 8 thru 12. Import.

C

C

NOMEX® FLIGHT GLOVES
ITEM #

ITEM #

20-9077

SIZES : S, M, L, XL

COLORS : Black

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

The tight wrist offers optimum shooting dexterity and comfort and is
secured with a leather hook-n-loop strap. Added leather tab assists in pull
on. Slightly padded palm area for added gripping power and comfort.

Neoprene and nylon offers a tight fit for weapons use. Short wrist with
elastic and hook-n-loop cuff.

E
E

VOODOO “SPECTRA” GLOVES
ITEM #

20-9293

COLORS : Black

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Spectra lined cut-resistant gloves provide a high level of protection while
offering maximum dexterity. Soft cowhide palm and fingers combined with
textured and vented nylon back. Adjustable hook-n-loop wrist for comfort fit.
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ACCESSORIES

F

F

TACTICAL KNEE PADS
ITEM #

06-8187

G

COLORS : Black, Coyote, Sand,

G

Foliage

TACTICAL ELBOW PADS
ITEM #

06-8188

Ideal for law enforcement and
special ops groups. Our two strap,
fully adjustable system makes for
easy on and off. We’ve added a
soft, expandable inner sleeve for
all day comfort. Our skid-resistant,
flexible rubberized caps offer needed
protection. The high density, thick
foam padding affords maximum knee
flexibility. Built for long lasting, rugged
performance. One size fits all.

Designed and constructed with the
same quality as our Tactical Knee Pads.
Provides outstanding protection while
crawling. The rubberized non-slip cap
grips the surface allowing the user to
crawl faster. The high density foam
padding allows for maximum comfort
to the elbows. Soft, expandable inner
sleeve speeds up installation and aids in
comfort. One size fits all.

H

H

VOODOO NEOPRENE KNEE PADS
ITEM #

06-8969

I

COLORS : Black, Coyote, Sand,

Foliage

COLORS : Black

Built for long lasting all day comfort, the soft neoprene body flexes with
movement, while the padded knee cap offers outstanding protection. Pads are
secured with double-safe hook-n-loop straps. Fully adjustable. One size fits all.

I

VOODOO NEOPRENE ELBOW PADS
ITEM #

06-8970

COLORS : Black

Softer and more flexible than our hard cap elbow pads. Padded elbow cap with
double-safe, fully adjustable hook-n-loop double strap closure. One size fits all.

J

VOODOO “WARRIOR” KNEE PADS
ITEM #

06-9273

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Army Digital

High density thick foam padding above and below
the knee. Easy articulation for varied positions.
Skid resistant flexible knee cap. Fully adjustable
double-safe hook-n-loop leg straps.

J

BLACK

O.D.

COYOTE

ARMY
DIGITAL
+386 51 327 248
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ACCESSORIES
5' X 9' Camo
Blanket Wrap

WOODLAND CAMO BLANKET WRAP

B

Use as a hunting blind, pack cover or “hide your
gear” veil. Seven colors of camouflage synthetic
fibers attached to nylon netting. Join several
together for larger coverage. Includes carry bag.
Two size to choose from 4' x 6' and 5' x 9'.

A
B

SIZE

ITEM #

COLORS

4' x 6'

02-9912
02-9911

Woodland Camo

5' x 9'

Woodland Camo

4' X 6' Camo
Blanket Wrap

A

C

D

1 POUND CAMO SUIT YARN

BLACK

Packed one color, one pound per bag OR one
pound 7 colors of waterproof, odorless and nonallergenic fibers. Build your own suit, tog, blind,
blanket, weapons cover etc. Change colors to
conform with the terrain. Needs 3 lbs. for a
complete suit.

DARK GREEN
DESERT TAN
LIGHT OLIVE
FOLIAGE
DARK OLIVE

ITEM #

C
D

BROWN

E

SWANK’S LIGHTWEIGHT SNIPER TOG
ITEM #

20-9024

COLORS : O.D.,

Coyote

Made of breathable mesh for comfort, with snap-on drawstring
hood with cord-locks to keep the critters out. Adjustable two
buckle front closure fits most. One inside hook-n-loop mesh pocket
and one inside zipper mesh pocket. Inside padded mesh hydration
carrier holds 2½ or 3 liter bladders and is removable with two
heavy duty zippers. Outside universal strapping is everywhere
for burlap and vegetation attachment. Attached strap system
secures your tog when rolled. There’s even a sewn carry handle
and additional male clips to secure to your vest or pack.
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Camo Suit Yarn
Not Included

E

Multi-Pack - 7 Assorted Colors
Single Color

02-9130
02-9129

ACCESSORIES
Seven Colors
Of Camouflage
Synthetic Fibers

G

BLACK

F

ACU
URBAN

SNOW

WOODLAND
CAMO

G
F

“FAT BOY” CAMO SUIT
ITEM #

02-9206

COLORS : Woodland Camo

ALL TERRAIN CAMOUFLAGE SUITS
ITEM #

02-7738
SIZES : M/L (Average Size Man)

XL/2XL (Large Size Man)

We’ve created a beefed up camo suit for all you hunter’s and shooters who
have requested the ultimate cover-up. We call it the “FAT BOY” because it’s
heavily loaded with seven colors of camouflage synthetic fibers for a total
concealment system without the weight of burlap. Complete with pants,
jacket, head and rifle cover. Packed in its own carry/storage bag.

DESERT

COLORS : Black, Desert, Woodland
Camo, ACU Urban, Snow

SIZES : M/XL (Average Size Man)

XL/2XL (Large Size Man)

Complete with pants, jacket and hood, will cover your entire body and head.
Woodland color has seven shades of dyed, camouflage fibers attached to
the suit and the Desert Camo has three shades attached. Light in weight,
breathable mesh inside lining for all day comfort. Great for bow hunters.
Mildew resistant, odorless, non-allergenic and rot-proof. Set includes: pants,
jacket, hood and rifle cover.

+386 51 327 248
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ACCESSORIES

A

A

WOVEN COALITION DESERT SCARVES
ITEM #

08-3065

COLORS : Tan/Brown, Jolly Roger, Green/Black, Black/
Red, White/Black, Slate Blue/Black, Sand/Tan, Mocha/
Black, Black/White, Coyote, Khaki/Black, White/Red, ACU,
Foliage/Black, Cobalt Blue/Black, Coyote/Black, Black/
Coyote, Pink/Black, Black/Pink, Purple/Black, Black/Purple,
Tan/Brown w/Voodoo, Voodoo Black/Yellow, Black/Yellow
w/Voodoo, Pink/Lady Voodoo, Purple/Lady Voodoo

Authentic Middle Eastern scarves. Soft, breathable cotton.
Useful for keeping the sun off and the sand out. Measures
42" x 42".

A

TAN/BROWN

SAND/TAN

JOLLY ROGER
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COLBALT/BLACK

MOCHA/BLACK

ACU
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GREEN/BLACK

BLACK/RED

WHITE/BLACK

SLATE BLUE/BLACK

BLACK/WHITE

COYOTE

KHAKI/BLACK

WHITE/RED

FOLIAGE/BLACK

VOODOO TACTICAL

PINK/BLACK

PURPLE/BLACK

NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

NEW COLOR

ACCESSORIES

BLACK

O.D.

MULTICAM

KHAKI

B
WOODLAND
CAMO

GREEN
DIGITAL

TAN
DIGITAL

ARMY
DIGITAL

B

BOONIE HAT
ITEM #

20-6451

COLORS : Black, O.D., Khaki, Woodland
Camo, Green Digital, Tan Digital, Army
Digital, Multicam

SIZES : 7, 7¼, 7½, 7¾

100% rip-stop cotton with metal screen vents, adjustable chin strap
and sewn nylon ammo band.

C

C

SNIPER VEIL
ITEM #

02-0109
ARMY WOODLAND
CAMO
DIGITAL

MULTICAM

O.D.

DESERT
TAN

BLACK

COYOTE

COLORS : Army Digital, Woodland Camo,
Multicam, O.D., Desert Tan, Black, Coyote

Lightweight, sniper veil made from washable
cotton material. Measures 48” x 36”. Brand New.

+386 51 327 248
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ACCESSORIES

B
A

A

VOODOO FLEECE FACE MASK
ITEM #

02-9143

ITEM #

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Sand, Foliage

02-9144

A “must have” for cold weather ops. Soft, warm pro-fleece protects your
face, ears and back of head, with breathable neoprene mouth and nose
cover. Adjustable with hook-n-loop closure, one size fits all.

O.D.

BLACK

NOMEX ® BALACLAVA

B

SAND

COLORS : Black, O.D., Sand

Made of 6 oz. DuPont™ Nomex® and measures 9”W x 15”H. Can be
worn comfortably under a helmet, while providing flame protection. One
size fits all.

D

COYOTE

FOLIAGE

C

C

PRO-FLEECE BEANIE
ITEM #

02-8426

D

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Sand, Foliage

Double layer, full size fits most. Soft, warm, durable long wearing profleece with full ear coverage. Fits under helmet.
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EMBROIDERED THINSULATE BEANIE
ITEM #

01-0098

COLORS : Black

Beautiful deluxe 10% Acrylic knit beanie with 105 grams of Thinsulate
insulation for added warmth. One size fits all.

ACCESSORIES

E

E

BLACK

F

ARMY
DIGITAL

VOODOO TACTICAL CAP
ITEM #

20-9101

COLORS : Black, O.D., Tan, Gray

The real thing! With Redi-Curve Bill that’s pre-formed to keep it’s tactical
curve. Our 6 panel hat has sewn eyelets and is made of 96% breathable
cotton and 4% Spandex for a super-comfort fit. One size (L/XL) fits most.

F

O.D.

COYOTE

SAND

MULTICAM

VOODOO CAP
ITEM #

20-9353

COLORS : Black, O.D., Sand, Army Digital, Coyote, Multicam

Adjustable, one size fits all. Soft comfortable poplin with embroidered
Voodoo Tactical logo and an embroidered U.S.A. flag.

G
H

G

VOODOO CAP WITH REMOVABLE FLAG PATCH
ITEM #

20-9351

COLORS : Black, O.D., Sand, Army Digital, Coyote, Multicam

Adjustable, one size fits all. Soft comfortable poplin with embroidered
Voodoo Tactical logo and a removable U.S.A. flag with hook-n-loop which
can be replaced with team or unit patch.

H

VOODOO DISTRESSED CAP
ITEM #

20-9652

COLORS : Black

We’ve broken them in for you so you get that well worn look and feel
as soon as you put one on. Made of 100% pre-washed cotton with
embroidered Voodoo logo, sewn eyelet and pre-formed visor for maximum
comfort. Adjustable cotton strap with metal buckle for the perfect fit.

I
I

RANGER ROLL TACTICAL CAP
ITEM #

20-0017

COLORS : Coyote

Heavy weight distressed cotton with elastic back for a comfy one size fits most.
Skull and cross bones patch sewn on front and Voodoo logo embroidery on side.
Hidden inside pocket with hook-n-loop closure. Coyote color only.

+386 51 327 248
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ACCESSORIES

A

B

6” LOW CUT TACTICAL BOOTS
Available in Black Action Leather or Desert Tan flesh-out leather with
breathable nylon uppers and padded collar and tongue. Slip-resistant
dura-grip outsoles, removable comfort cushion footbed, moisture wicking
lining and speedlace system.
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ITEM #

SIZE

COLORS

Black

A

Regular Width

04-9681

Full Sizes 6-13
Half Sizes 6½ - 10½

A

Wide Width

04-9681

Full Sizes 6-13
Half Sizes 6½ - 10½

Black

B

Regular Width

04-9680

Full Sizes 6-13
Half Sizes 6½ - 10½

Desert Tan

B

Wide Width

04-9680

Full Sizes 6-13
Half Sizes 6½ - 10½

Desert Tan

ACCESSORIES

9” TACTICAL BOOTS
Available in Black Action Leather with nylon upper and padded suede collar
or Desert Tan flesh-out leather with nylon upper and padded leather collar.
Both have easy on/off non-rusting YKK® side zipper with hook-n-loop
zipper strap that secures and silences the zipper fob. Slip-resistant duragrip outsoles, removable comfort cushion footbed, moisture wicking lining
and speedlace system for maximum performance.

C

Regular Width

"Voodoo Tactical boots are outstanding!
Right out of the box they are ready for
action - be it tactical, survival, professional
or personal. Voodoo Tactical boots work
magic on your feet!"

ITEM #

SIZE

COLORS

04-8379

Full Sizes 6-14
Half Sizes 6½ - 10½

Black

Mykel Hawke
Star of Travel Channel ® Lost Survivors
and Director of SPECOPS, Inc.

C

Wide Width

04-8379

Full Sizes 6-14
Half Sizes 6½ - 10½

Black

D

Regular Width

04-8378

Full Sizes 6-14
Half Sizes 6½ - 10½

Desert Tan

D

Wide Width

04-8378

Full Sizes 6-14
Half Sizes 6½ - 10½

Desert Tan

C

D

+386 51 327 248
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ACCESSORIES

A

A

FIELD REPAIR KIT
ITEM #

02-7407

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Foliage

Don’t get caught with a broken buckle on your web gear. Cheap insurance
is our field repair kit consisting of (4) 1" side release buckles, (2) 1"
ladder lock buckles and (1) 2" large waist buckle (total of 7 buckles).
Made of high impact Zytel. New Unissued.

B

PACK ADAPT STRAPS
ITEM #

02-9482

B

C

REPLACEMENT SHOULDER PADS
ITEM #

20-0079

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Foliage

Now you can add those bulky items to your MOLLE vest or pack. Our 1" webbing
feeds through the MOLLE webbing and secures the load with the attached buckle.
Each Strap Measures 36"L. Sold in Sets of 4, same color.

C

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

If your nylon shoulder straps are rubbing or the pads are gone,
we have the fix. We are offering a pack of two 8" and two 6"
replaceable pads. The pads have full hook-n-loop opening for
easy attachment and can be slid on the webbing and positioned
for the perfect fit. Great for your camera bag, sling bag,
weapons case or backpack.

D

(2) 6" Hook & Loop

D

(2) 8" Hook & Loop

MOLLE ADAPTER
ITEM #

20-0080

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

Our new MOLLE adapter is designed to fit anywhere on the MOLLE
webbing of your belt, pack, vest or bag so you can now carry your favorite
Bowie or Ka-Bar in its original sheath. We’ve also added rear double-snap
MOLLE straps for extra insurance that your gear stays secure. 3" x 3 ¼"
reinforced area for gear attachment. Overall measures 6 ¼" x 3 ¼".
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ACCESSORIES

E

FULL COLOR

O.D.

E

COYOTE

EMBROIDERED U.S.A. MILITARY
FLAG PATCH
ITEM #

20-9087

COLORS : Full Color, O.D., Coyote, Foliage

Measures 2" x 3" with 2 piece hook-n-loop attachment. Fits:
caps, uniforms, vests, gear bags and more. Flags available
facing Left or Right.
FOLIAGE

LAW ENFORCEMENT PATCH
All patches have added sew-on loop section if
your garment does not have a place to attach
your department patch. Black background.
Front patches measures 2" x 4". Back patches
measures 9" x 4 ". Please specify size.

F
K

ITEM #

F

POLICE - Gold Letters
POLICE - White Letters
SHERIFF - Gold Letters

G

SHERIFF - White Letters
SHERIFF - Subdued Letters
SWAT - Gold Letters
SWAT - White Letters

H
I

SWAT - Subdued Letters
AGENT - Gold Letters
AGENT - White Letters

J

INSTRUCTOR - White Letters

06-7727
06-7727
06-7728
06-7728
06-7728
06-7729
06-7729
06-7729
06-7730
06-7730
06-7730

BLACK

O.D.

COYOTE

SAND

G

H
K
I

J

VOODOO TACTICAL LOGO PATCH
ITEM #

20-9150

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Sand

Hook-n-loop backing attaches to vest, pack or pouch.
Contrasting Voodoo Tactical logo on tactical color
background. Measures 2"W x 3"L.

+386 51 327 248
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APPAREL

A

VOODOO TACTICAL JACKET
ITEM #

20-9379

COLORS : Black, O.D., Sand

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Our Voodoo Tactical Jacket has a triple layer moisture repellent,
lightweight, breathable outer that circulates body warmth, wicks
moisture and repels the rain. Combine this with the super fine
fleece lining and you get all day comfort in a casual wear or duty
jacket. Features two upper vertical YKK zippered chest pockets,
two YKK zippered hand warmer pockets, two YKK zippered
upper sleeve pockets, two upper sleeve shoulder patch panels,
two internal pockets, full front 2-way YKK zipper, underarm
zippered vents, reinforced double layer forearm panels, cord-lock
drawstring waist band and adjustable elastic wrist cuffs with
hook-n-loop tabs. Machine washable.

O.D.

SAND
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A

BLACK

APPAREL

B

B

B

VOODOO “TAC 1” FIELD JACKET
ITEM #

20-9380

COLORS : Black, O.D., Sand

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Our Voodoo TAC 1 Jacket makes a great shooting jacket or field
coat. Made of rip stop poly/cotton with an abundance of neat
features such as; full front YKK two way zippers with button
over and hook-n-loop storm flap, two vertical YKK zippered chest
pockets, two upper bellows button flap pockets, two lower bellows
button flap pockets with YKK side zip access, cord lock drawstring
waist, cord lock drawstring hem, two upper chest ID patch panels,
button down epaulettes, two hook-n-loop flap-covered sleeve
pockets with two ID patch areas on each pocket, reinforced elbows,
adjustable sleeve cuffs, inside YKK zippered pocket and rear lower
MOLLE webbing for attaching your gear.
+386 51 327 248
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APPAREL

BLACK

A

Zip-Off
Sleeves
O.D.

COYOTE

A

E.C.W. BREATHABLE MOISTURE REPELLENT
FOUL WEATHER CASUAL DUTY JACKET
ITEM #

20-7764

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote

SIZES : M, L, XL, 2XL

Made of breathable Gore-Tex® style membrane fabric. Features
concealable hood in zippered collar, zip-off sleeves to convert to
a vest, concealed right and left handed pistol holsters, front and
rear “D” ring attachment points, 20 assorted pockets with zipper
or hook-n-loop closure and full front covered zipper with snap
closure. Jacket folds into the rear zippered pouch.

B

E.C.W. BREATHABLE MOISTURE
REPELLENT PANT
ITEM #

20-9378

COLORS : Black, O.D.,
Coyote, Army Digital

BLACK

SIZES : S, M, L, XL,

2XL, 3XL

Same fabric and quality as our E.C.W. parka, with 15” leg
zippers for putting on over boots, hook-n-loop adjustable
ankle cuffs, covered, snap-shut pass-thru pockets,
covered front zipper and drawstring waist with cord lock.

B
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O.D.

COYOTE

ARMY
DIGITAL

APPAREL

C
C

E.C.W. PARKA WITH REMOVABLE
FLEECE LINER
ITEM #

20-9376

COLORS : Black, O.D.,
Coyote, Army Digital

SIZES : S, M, L, XL,

2XL, 3XL

Our next generation 3-layer windproof, water repellent,
breathable parka is over-built for extreme cold climate
comfort. Our DuraBonded taped seams insures that the
water stays out. Complete with nylon lined front pockets
with storm flap hook-n-loop and snap closure, rotproof zipper with full-length double storm flap, cord-lock
drawstring hood with visor, armpit zipper vents, flapcovered sleeve pocket, reinforced double layer elbows,
adjustable wrist cuffs, cord-lock drawstring hem and zipout long sleeve fleece liner that can be worn alone as a
temperate climate jacket.

D

D

E.C.W. FLEECE PARKA LINER
ITEM #

20-9377

COLORS : Black, O.D.,
Coyote, Foliage

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

100% polyester fleece with two front zipper pockets, elastic sleeve wrists,
cord-lock drawstring hem and full front zipper.
+386 51 327 248
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APPAREL

BLACK

COYOTE

A

ARMY
DIGITAL

O.D.

VOODOO TACTICAL COMBAT SHIRT

A

SIZES : Small (fits chest size 33”-37”)
ITEM #

01-9581

COLORS : Black, O.D.,
Coyote, Sand, Army Digital

Medium (fits chest size 37”-41”)
Large (fits chest size 41”-45”)
XL (fits chest size 45”-49”)
2XL (fits chest size 49”-53”)

Stay comfortable under your tactical vest or plate carrier with our soft body
made of 100% breathable cotton. Sleeves are long wearing 65 polyester/35
cotton ripstop. Sleeves have zippered hook-n-loop pockets of various sizes with
outer soft hook-n-loop to attach unit ID patches. We’ve double reinforced the
elbows and added adjustable hook-n-loop wrist closure to keep out the sand.

B

B

VOODOO “T”
ITEM #

20-9965

COLORS : Black, O.D., Sand

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

100% Polyester Microfiber tees designed to eliminate perspiration by
transferring it to the surface. Soft, breathable, comfortable tee in crew neck
style. Designed to wear under body armor. Stay comfortable in heat or cold.
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APPAREL

C

DUAL ACTION THERMALS
Our dual-action thermals are made with a grid fleece pattern on the inside
next to your skin for comfort and warmth. The shirt features quarter zip
turtleneck collar with sewn cover over the zipper tab to eliminate neck rub.
The longer tail keeps the shirt in your trousers when bending or stretching.
Elastic sleeve cuffs feature thumb hole to keep sleeves down and tucked into
your gloves. Trousers have elastic waist and cuffs.

D

C
D

E

Top
Bottom

ITEM #

COLORS

20-2778
20-2779

Black, O.D., Sand

S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Black, O.D., Sand

S, M, L, XL, 2XL

H

MILITARY SPEC POLYPRO BASE LAYER
100% polypro zippered turtle neck, fleeced lining, long sleeves, knit
cuffs and waistband tops. Trousers have flap fly, elastic waistband and
knit cuffs. Wicks away body moisture while you stay dry and warm. The
military weight 100% polypropylene combined with the fleeced lining
offers high levels of insulation against the outside cold in addition to
providing an even and steady comfort level.
ITEM #

E

F

Top

Bottom

COLORS

SIZES

Black,
Sand

Small (fits chest size 36”-38”)
Medium (fits chest size 40”-42”)
Large (fits chest size 44”-v46”)
XL (fits chest size 48”-50”)
2XL (fits chest size 52”-54”)
3XL (fits chest size 56”)

Black,
Sand

Small (fits chest size 28”-30”)
Medium (fits chest size 32”-34”)
Large (fits chest size 36”-38”)
XL (fits chest size 40”-42”)
2XL (fits chest size 44”-46”)
3XL (fits chest size 48”)

20-2678

20-2679

G

BOOTIES
ITEM #

20-5351
F
G

SIZES

H

100% polypro balaclava. Extra long to
tuck in your shirt. Single opening. One
size fits all.

I

NECK GAITER
ITEM #

100% polypro with fleece lining. Use as
boot liner, sock or sleep sock. Available in
Adult Large only.

COLORS : Black, Sand

20-2681

I

COLORS : Black, Sand

BALACLAVA
ITEM #

20-4246

COLORS : Black, Sand

100% polypro neck gaiter, fleece lined and
long enough to cover and warm your neck.
Incredible insulating ability. Designed to
wick away your perspiration while keeping
you warm and dry. Completely washable.

+386 51 327 248
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B NEW
A NEW

A

VOODOO TACTICAL PULLOVER HOODIE
ITEM #

COLORS : Black

08-0622

VOODOO TACTICAL THERMAL TOP

B

NEW

ITEM #

01-0020

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

COLORS : Black

NEW

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

Stay warm in our full-cut, shrinkage controlled, cotton/poly blend
thermal tops. We’ve taken the basic thermal top and ‘Voodooized’ it
with a beefier than usual 60% Cotton combined with 40% polyester
for retained body heat, durability and comfort.

Our soft, cotton-rich hoodie is a cold weather essential, constructed to
keep you comfortable for everything from long jogs to a trip to the range.
Machine washable.

E
HEATHER
CHARCOAL

C

BLACK

D
C

D

LADIES VOODOO TACTICAL TEE
ITEM #

20-9968

COLORS : Pink,
Black, White

ITEM #

SIZES : S, M, L, XL

20-9998

100% preshrunk cotton with printed designs
on the front and back.
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COLORS :

Black, Gray

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

95% cotton / 5% spandex with printed designs
on the front and the Voodoo Tacitcal logo on the
back. Mashine washable.

E

FRONTIER T-SHIRT
ITEM #

20-9999

COLORS : Black,
Heather Charcoal

SIZES : S, M, L, XL,

2XL

100% preshrunk cotton with printed designs
on the back and the Voodoo Tacitcal logo on the
front. Mashine washable.

APPAREL

F

G

O.D.
TAN

F

VOODOO INTIMIDATOR T-SHIRT
ITEM #

20-9966

COLORS : Bright Yellow, Gray

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL

100% preshrunk cotton with printed designs on the front and back.

G

VOODOO SUBDUED SKULL T-SHIRT
ITEM #

20-9967

COLORS : O.D., Tan

100% preshrunk cotton with printed designs on the front and back.

I

H

H

VOODOO TACTICAL SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT
ITEM #

20-9139

COLORS : Black, Sand

SIZES : M, L, XL, 2XL

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

100% preshrunk cotton with printed designs on the front and back.

I

VOODOO TACTICAL LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT
ITEM #

20-0094

COLORS : Black, Sand

SIZES : S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL

100% preshrunk cotton with printed designs on the front and back.
+386 51 327 248
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LADY
VOODOO

LADY VOODOO

PURPLE
PINK

AVA I L A B L E I N 2 C O L O R S :

PURPLE
& PINK

A

B

B

STANDARD SCORPION RANGE BAG
ITEM #

15-9649
A

TWO-IN-ONE FULL SIZE RANGE BAG
ITEM #

15-7871

COLORS : Pink, Purple

Removable center carry compartment has zippered, padded side panels for
multiple handgun storage, adjustable hook-n-loop dividers and removable
magazine storage loops. Full-wrap carry handles. Outer carry bag has dual
zipper top for easy access and full coverage, flat side zipper pocket, I.D.
window, large outside zippered pocket. Overall 14"L x 9"W x 10"H.
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COLORS : Pink, Purple

Heavily padded nylon construction with “cross-cut” stitching. Double
pull-top zipper with web handle for access to main compartment that
has two full length open-top end pockets. One divided side pocket with
elastic loops. Outside features two padded, covered end pockets, two
full length padded side-zip compartments, one with divided compartment
to hold electronics, pencils, guns, cleaning gear, etc. and outside I.D.
window. Both of these compartments can hold handguns and ammo and
both have lockable zipper pulls. Removable, adjustable, padded shoulder
strap, wrap-around carry handle and textured rubber feet round out the
features of this hefty range bag. Measures 16"L x 10"W x 11"H.

LADY VOODOO

C

PISTOL CASE WITH MAG POUCHES

C

ITEM #

25-0017

COLORS : Pink, Purple

Our newest pistol case has full interior padding and will
accommodate two hand guns. The four outside mag
pouches will adjust to hold oversize magazines. Full
nylon self-repairing zipper and wrap around handles
round out the features. Measures 12L" x 2W" x 9H".

D

MINI MATRIX
ITEM #

15-0051

COLORS : Pink, Purple

The Mini features an adjustable, padded shoulder harness with attached
electronics instrument pouches, multiple side, upper and lower pockets, all with
reversed coil zippers to keep the sand out and all with silent zipper pulls. Lots
of universal webbing for wearer’s own pouch attachments, hook-n-loop ID patch
and enhanced harness retention system for maximum load carry. The Mini is
hydration compatible with covered hose exit port. All seams are double-stitched
and bar-tacked at all stress points. Measures overall 9"L x 13"W x 15"H.

D

PADDED WEAPONS CASE

E

Rugged ballistic pack cloth construction, heavy duty
zippers, three adjustable outside covered accessory
pouches, wrap and carry handles, closed cell foam
padding, 2” padded interior perimeter lip, detachable
padded, adjustable shoulder harness, shoulder
harness storage pocket, inside assorted accessory
pockets and outside universal attachment straps.
Our 36” Padded Weapons Case fits collapsible folding
stock weapons not over 36” in length. The 42” Padded
Weapons Case fits AR-15, Mini 14, M-16, HK-93 and
other tactical weapons not over 42” in length.

E
F

36" Overall Length
42" Overall Length

ITEM #

COLORS

15-7613
15-7612

Pink, Purple
Pink, Purple

F
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VOODOO
GEAR

VOODOO GEAR

A

A
Double Layer

SLEEPING BAG 0°F
ITEM #

02-9997

COLORS : Black/Coyote, Coyote/Black,
Military Olive Drab

ZIPPER SIDE : Right Side, Left Side

Our overbuilt tactical and military spec sleeping bag will keep you warm to 0°F with
proper clothing. This double layer construction bag is filled with 4 pounds of hollow fill
Micro-Fiber Loft and has a chest baffle, zipper draft tube to keep the cold out and an
added adjustable neck and shoulder draft collar with cord-lock to trap body heat. The
padded adjustable hood traps head warmth and prevents loss of body heat. The YKK
#10 anti-snag, two-way nylon coil zipper makes for trouble free entry and exit. We’ve
also provided an inside stash pocket for phone or flashlight. Features hang loops for
drying, full barrel foot and a polyurethane coated compression stuff/storage sack.

BLACK/COYOTE

Padded
Adjustable
Hood

B

B
Triple Layer

02-9998

Adjustable Neck
And Shoulder
Draft Collar

COYOTE/BLACK
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SLEEPING BAG -10°F
ITEM #
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COLORS : Black/Coyote, Coyote/Black,
Military Olive Drab

ZIPPER SIDE : Right Side, Left Side

Planning on a cold camping trip? When you take our Voodoo triple layer bag, you’ll
stay warm to -10°F (with proper clothing). Filled with 5.50 pounds of hollow fill
Micro-Fiber Loft with zippered draft tube, adjustable neck and shoulder draft collar
and an adjustable padded hood with cord-lock to prevent loss of body heat. Our topof-the-line YKK #10 anti-snag, two-way nylon coil zipper makes for easy opening and
closing. We’ve provided an inside stash pocket for your phone or flashlight, hang
loops for drying and a polyurethane coated compression stuff/storage sack.

VOODOO GEAR

C NEW

C

EXTREME COLD SLEEPING BAG -15°F
ITEM #

02-0301

NEW

COLORS : Black/Coyote Lining

Our Extreme Cold sleeping bag incorporates a new technology that provides a third
layer of compact siliconized insulation across the chest area for added warmth
in extreme conditions. Warm air is retained and cold air is locked out. There’s a
whopping 5.5 pounds of fill to keep you warm while keeping out the cold. The bag
features a ripstop poly outer with military #10 heavy duty two-way zipper, fully
adjustable tapered hood, full chest baffle, zipper guard to eliminate fabric catch,
easily accessible inside pocket and insulated draft tube to keep the wind out. Bag
measures 86"L x 36" tapering to 24" at the full barrel foot. When rolled in stuff
compression stuff sack measures 20"H x 12½"D.
+386 51 327 248
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VOODOO GEAR

A

VOODOO TACTICAL MULTI-TOOL
ITEM #

03-0041

A

COLORS : N/A

Voodoo’s high-quality, easy grip multi-tool has
#420 stainless steel tools that mount neatly
inside the anodized aluminum handles. Unfold
the handles to the needle-nose pliers with 2
different gripping surfaces and a wire cutter
function. Tools include: knife blade, Phillips
screwdriver, serrated blade, bottle opener,
2-sided file with flat screwdriver tip, can
opener, chisel and wood saw. A handy, folding
tool chest. Comes with a ballistic nylon belt
pouch packed in a beautiful gift box. Closed
measures 4"L x 1¾"W x .75"H.

LIMITED EDITION

B
B

VOODOO TACTICAL KNIFE
ITEM #

03-9684

COLORS : Stainless Steel with Black oxide non-reflective coating

Voodoo Tactical has created an exclusive, high quality fixed blade knife with multiple outdoor and tactical applications. Built from a solid piece of ¼" thick 01
tool steel, heat treated to 59-60 Rockwell for optimum edge retention and strength. The non-reflective surface is coated with manganese phosphate plating for
corrosion resistance. Features serrated thumb rise and pommel for positive retention in forward and reversed positions. The flat ground cutting edge combines
superior strength with ease of sharpening. Exposed pommel with lanyard holes offers glass breaking capabilities or application of force. The non-slip handles
are CNC machined Black Canvas Micarta with cross hatch texturing. All fasteners are Swiss, CNC machined 303 stainless Steel with Black oxide non-reflective
coating. The sheath is individually hand-fitted Kydex and offers ambidextrous high rise design with attachments for mounting to both belt and MOLLE web gear.
Overall length 10", blade length 5.25".
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BLACK

C

COYOTE

C

O.D.

VOODOO TACTICAL LOGO PATCH
ITEM #

20-9150

D

SAND

D

COLORS : Black, O.D., Coyote, Sand

VOODOO PLAYING CARDS
ITEM #

Hook-n-loop backing attaches to vest, pack or pouch. Contrasting Voodoo
Tactical logo on tactical color background Measures 2"W x 3"L.

07-9952

VOODOO CHALLENGE COINS

F

E

No spells, no spirits, just a good ‘ol deck of cards to pass the
time. A hands down winner!

Heavy metal coins with raised effects. Add these coins to
your collection.
ITEM #

E
F

G

Skull Challenge Coin
Round Challenge Coin

07-0044
07-0045

MULTI-PURPOSE POCKET SURVIVAL TOOL
ITEM #

02-9960

COLORS : Stainless Steel

Must have survival tool that fits easily into your vest, pack or
pocket. Made of solid stainless steel with handy storage case.
Our tool has eleven useful functions: can opener, knife edge,
flat screwdriver, cap opener, ruler 4 position wrench, butterfly
screw wrench, saw blade, direction ancillary indication, 2
position wrench and lanyard hole. A lifesaving tool packed in to
a business card size! Measures 2¾" x 1¾".

G
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ORDERING
To become an authorized dealer of Voodoo Tactical
products, please send email to
info@voodootactical.eu to request your dealer credit
application.
We accept Paypal or pro-forma invoicing from nonestablished domestic accounts. Overseas accounts
require pre-payment in full by wire transfer or
irrevocable confirmed letter of credit.

CALL : 00 386 51 327 248
www.VoodooTactical.eu
Italy

Finland

INDEX

Varusteleka Oy - Official
Distributor (Finland)

info@gm-softair.com

kauppa@varusteleka.fi

00 390 549 909 451

00 358 103 203 813

CONNECT WITH US:

FACEBOOK
VTEurope

E.U.
DISTRIBUTOR
Gasper Heybal
VTE d.o.o.
Trpinceva 39
1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
www.voodootactical.eu
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VOODOO DESIGN TEAM
VOODOO’S EXCLUSIVE “GLOBAL WARRIOR” DESIGN TEAM WITH
DECADES OF EXPERIENCE FROM THE ‘DRAWING BOARD’ TO THE
‘BATTLEFIELD’, THESE GUYS HAVE YOU COVERED!

Lee

Lee is a retired Army senior NCO with combined active
and reserve service of 24 years as an 11B Infantryman. He
is a veteran of Enduring Freedom and Iraqi Freedom with
deployments to Saudi Arabia, Kosovo and Iraq and training
deployments to Panama, Germany and Australia. Active
duty time was spent as a Fire Team Leader with the 82nd
Airborne Division.

M.L.C.

M.L.C. is a former Army Sniper Specialist, Airborne Division,
Multinational Forces. He is currently a Business Continuity
Management Consultant.

Michael has 5 years of active duty experience in the United
States Marine Corps. During his enlistment he was involved
in the battle of Fallujah and served two tours to Iraq.
Michael is now a Police officer in the Los Angeles area and
has served since 2008 in patrol.

Michael

“Swank”

Todd “SWANK” Svenkesen is a former Army Ranger and
is currently a Sergeant with Detroit PD. His current
assignments with the department are SRT operator and
pilot. Swank also competes in Tri-gun matches and Sniper
matches around the country. He has placed 1st overall at
the North American Sniper Championships and also placed
2nd overall at the World Championships.

VOODOO TACTICAL
COMPETITION SHOOTERS
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Regina Milkovich
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Kelli Sampsel
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A DEBT OF GRADITUDE TO THOSE WHO REPRESENT
VOODOO TACTICAL IN COMPETITION.

